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Abstract

Coding theory plays an important role in efficient transmission of data over noisy communication channels. It consists of two steps; the first step is to encode the data to reduce its sensitivity to noise during transmission, and the second step is to decode the received data by detecting and correcting the noise induced errors. In this thesis an algebraic approach is used to develop efficient encoding and decoding algorithms for a very commonly used class of linear codes, the Reed-Muller codes and the Golay codes.

To develop the approach first the algebraic structure of linear codes is explored. For this, the reduced Groebner basis for a class of ideals in commutative polynomial rings is constructed. The extension of these ideals to a residue class ring enabled us to find the parameters of the corresponding codes. It is found that the corresponding codes contain the primitive Reed-Muller codes. The added advantage of this approach is that, once these Groebner bases are constructed a standard procedure can be used to develop encoding and decoding processes. A binomial ideal, defined as a sum of toric ideal and a prime ideal over some arbitrary field, is explored. It is shown that this ideal is equal to a binomial ideal over a prime field. Purpose of proving this equivalence is to study binary codes associated to this ideal. Minimal generators and Groebner basis found for this ideal showed that the situation is quite closely related to the toric case. The investigation of universal Groebner basis, Graver basis and circuits for this ideal revealed that they have the same relationship among them which is true in general for toric ideals. Each linear code can be described as a binomial ideal defined above. Since the reduced Groebner basis for any ideal plays a vital role in describing encoding and decoding processes for the corresponding codes, a natural reduced Groebner basis for this ideal is proposed for any general term order. In fact, if a generator matrix is given for any code, by constructing the corresponding particular binomial ideal, one can immediately describe the reduced Groebner basis. Information positions and parity check positions are then given by standard and non-standard monomials for the ideal. A systematic encoding algorithm for such codes is explained in terms of remainders of the information word computed with respect to the reduced Groebner basis. Furthermore, the binary and ternary Golay codes are studied algebraically in terms of the binomial ideal. Finally, a presentation of the binomial ideal of a linear code in terms of its syzygy modules is provided and the corresponding finite free resolution has been described.
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**Notation**

- $d(x, y)$: Hamming distance between $x$ and $y$
- $d$: Minimum distance of a code
- $s$: Syndrome of a received vector
- $[n, k, d]$: A linear code with length $n$, dimension $k$ and minimum distance $d$
- $\mathbb{K}$: Field
- $\mathbb{K}[x]$: Polynomial ring in $n$ variables over $\mathbb{K}$
- $>$: Term ordering
- $\text{lt}(f)$: Leading term of a polynomial $f$
- $\text{lt}(I)$: Leading ideal of an ideal $I$
- $S(f, g)$: S-polynomial of $f$ and $g$
- $G$: Groebner basis of an ideal
- $\mathcal{V}(I)$: Variety of an ideal
- $\sqrt{I}$: Radical of an ideal $I$
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Problem

The problem of robust information transmission is one of the problems that is encountered in modern data transmission due to the presence of hostile environment during transmission, which thus results into the distorted information. In order to combat this situation error-correcting codes are introduced [42]. A fundamental problem is to send a message across a noisy channel with a maximum possible reliability. Error correcting codes are used to correct messages when they are transmitted through noisy channels (Figure 1.1).

![A basic communication model](image)

Figure 1.1: A basic communication model

The main features of coding theory are:

- efficient encoding of messages,
- easy transmission of encoded messages,
• fast and reliable decoding of received messages,

• transmission of large number of messages per unit of time.

1.2 Previous Work

The last several years have witnessed major theoretical advances in coding theory resulting in a new coding concepts such as algebraic codes, codes on graphs etc. With the publication of C. Shannon’s [54] seminal paper the whole new subject of coding theory was inaugurated. Later, R.W. Hamming [30] proposed a first method of encoding data so that errors can not only be detected but can be corrected too. With this coding theory started to develop along two main directions: probabilistic coding theory and algebraic coding theory. The basic idea is to protect a message by adding some redundant information, thus in case even if the message is corrupted, enough redundancy can help in recovering the message completely. The main objects of study in algebraic coding are codes that are linear subspaces of finite-dimensional vector spaces over a finite field. In particular, research was mainly devoted to cyclic codes that form a class of linear codes allowing easier determination. The most important cyclic codes, BCH codes and Reed Solomon codes [8, 45, 32] were discovered between 1958 and 1960. The theory of algebraic codes indicates the fact that by adding more algebraic structure to the system, better descriptions can be obtained. A perfect illustration of this fact is the work of S. D. Berman [5], who discovered that the Reed-Muller codes over $\mathbb{F}_2$ may be described as ideals in group algebra over an elementary abelian 2-group. Later, P. Charpin [13], generalized this over $\mathbb{F}_p$.

In 1965 Buchberger introduced the theory of Groebner bases for polynomial ideals in commutative polynomial rings over fields [9, 10, 11]. Since then a rich stream of papers and many good books have been written on Groebner bases [1, 25, 46]. The ”Cooper philosophy” was the first instance of applications to associate Groebner bases with linear codes [17]. Since then Groebner bases are considered as basic tool in understanding and improving linear codes [12, 3]. Following are a few examples [48]:

• Lally (2009) gives a description of quasi-cyclic codes in term of Groebner bases of polynomial modules.
1.3. Contribution of the Thesis

- Borges-Quintana et al. (2009) provide a Groebner basis description for binary linear codes, allowing their decoding and the calculation of their distance.

- Martinez-Moro and Ruano (2009) present a new family of linear codes endowed with a natural Groebner basis description.

1.3 Contribution of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

- A reduced Groebner basis for a class of ideals in a commutative polynomial ring is constructed. A subclass of these ideals, when considered in a quotient ring corresponds to generalized Reed Muller codes. Their encoding and decoding procedures are also supplied. Furthermore, while studying primitive Reed Muller codes, another interesting family of codes, superior to primitive Reed Muller codes are discovered with designed Hamming distance [51].

- Recently linear codes have been associated to binomial ideals [48]. A linear code is associated with a binomial ideal which is a sum of a toric and a non-prime ideal. This correspondence allows to understand the in depth structure of the linear code using methods from commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. Graver bases, universal bases and the set of circuits are also considered for this binomial ideal. It turned out that in binary case, all three are equal [49].

- The main contribution of this work is a method by which a Groebner basis (with respect to the lexicographic order requiring that any monomial containing one of the information symbols is larger than any monomial containing only parity check symbols) can be read off directly from the generator matrix of the considered code. This in return provides a very compact encoding procedure [52].

- For better understanding of a linear code the structure of a corresponding binomial ideal is needed to be explored. For this, the syzygy module of this ideal is also studied along with its finite free resolution [50]. The syzygy
module of linear codes could be used to compare linear codes to decide whether they are isomorphic or not.

1.4 Organization

This thesis consists of six chapters; a brief overview of the contents of each chapter is as follows:

- Chapter 2 introduces some of the basic concepts of commutative polynomial algebra. After defining monomials, term orderings and monomial ideals in a commutative polynomial ring, the powerful theory of Groebner bases will be introduced. Definition of toric ideal as a special form of binomial ideal is given as toric ideals play an important role in this work. The chapter ends with a review of Groebner bases for modules.

- Chapter 3 begins with a short review of basic coding theory. Cyclic codes are defined as ideals in a quotient ring. This connection is established by using Groebner basis. Lastly, some well known families of codes are given along with their main features.

- Chapter 4 describes the relationship between coding theory and the Groebner bases theory by relating a linear code with a binomial ideal. Construction of the Groebner basis of that ideal results into better encoding procedure. Universal Groebner bases, Graver bases and the set of circuits are also studied for that ideal and found the situation quite close to that of toric ideal.

- Chapter 5 proposes a systematic method by which the reduced Groebner basis of a binomial ideal corresponding to the code can be constructed directly from its generator matrix. This approach will be applied to Golay codes.

- Chapter 6 presents the binomial ideal in terms of its syzygy module. The corresponding finite free resolution and associated variety are also discussed.
Chapter 2

Polynomial Algebra

Certain sets of polynomials have special algebraic structure, they may be rings, fields or ideals. Algebraic properties associated to these structures play a very important role in solving computational tasks involving polynomials. In this chapter, we will discuss various aspects of polynomials which will play a fundamental role in our later discussion. We will define ideals over polynomial rings and will give brief summary on Groebner bases for ideals and modules. Most of the material given in this section is taken from [1, 18].

2.1 Monomials

A monomial, in \( n \) indeterminates \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \), is a product of the form \( x_1^{u_1} x_2^{u_2} \cdots x_n^{u_n} \), where the \( u_i \) are non-negative integers, and \( u = (u_1, \ldots, u_n) \). The total degree of this monomial is the sum \( |u| = u_1 + \cdots + u_n \).

2.1.1 Definition [Polynomial] A polynomial \( f \) in \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) with the coefficients in \( \mathbb{K} \) (where \( \mathbb{K} \) is any field) is a finite linear combination of the monomials, written as

\[
 f = \sum_{u} c_u x^u, \quad c_u \in \mathbb{K}, \tag{2.1}
\]

cit is called the coefficient of the monomial \( x^u = x_1^{u_1} \cdots x_n^{u_n} \). If \( c_u \neq 0 \) then we call \( c_u x^u \) a term of \( f \). The set of all polynomials in \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) with coefficients in
The field \( \mathbb{K} \) is denoted by \( \mathbb{K}[x] = \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n] \). These polynomials in \( n \) variables, over a field \( \mathbb{K} \), together with operations of addition and multiplication, satisfy all axioms of ring, and so form commutative polynomial ring.

### 2.1.2 Example

Let \( f = 3x^2y + 6xy^3 - 9y^4 \) be a polynomial with three terms and maximum degree 4. Here two terms are having the same degree, so in order to arrange the terms of this polynomial we need term ordering.

In the case of one variable we only deal with the degree ordering on the one-variable monomials:

\[
\ldots > x^{n+1} > x^n > x^{n-1} \ldots
\]  

(2.2)

In the multivariate case, there are a lot more options. One basic requirement is that the ordering structure must be consistent with polynomial multiplication. Term orders are of critical importance when dealing with multivariate polynomial rings. Specially, in the case of division algorithm, one needs to distinguish a leading term in any polynomial.

### 2.1.3 Definition [Term Ordering]

In order to arrange the terms of polynomial, one must be able to compare every pair of polynomials. Let \( M \) denote the set of all monomials in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \). A relation \( > \) on \( M \) is an admissible ordering if for any monomials \( m_1, m_2 \) and \( m_3 \):

- for any pair of monomials \( m_1, m_2 \) either \( m_1 > m_2 \) or \( m_2 > m_1 \) or \( m_1 = m_2 \),
- if \( m_1 > m_2 \) and \( m_2 > m_3 \) then \( m_1 > m_3 \),
- \( m_1 > 1 \) for any monomial \( m_1 \neq 1 \),
- if \( m_1 > m_2 \) then \( mm_1 > mm_2 \) for any monomial \( m \).

Most commonly used term orderings are the following.

### 2.1.4 Definition [Lexicographic Order]

Let \( u \) and \( v \) be elements of \( \mathbb{N}_0^n \), we say \( u >_{lex} v \) if in \( u - v \) (as integer vector), the left most non-zero entry is positive. We write \( x^u >_{lex} x^v \) if \( u >_{lex} v \).
2.1. Monomials

2.1.5 Definition [Graded Lex Order] We say \( u \succ_{\text{grlex}} v \) if \(|u|>|v|\) or \(|u|=|v|\) and \( u \succ_{\text{lex}} v \).

2.1.6 Definition [Graded Reverse Lex Order] We say \( u \succ_{\text{grevlex}} v \) if either \(|u|>|v|\) or \(|u|=|v|\) and the right most non-zero entry of \( u-v \) (as integer vector) is negative.

Given a term order \( > \), each non-zero polynomial \( f \in \mathbb{K}[x] \) has a unique leading term, denoted by \( \text{lt}(f) \), given by the largest involved term with respect to the term order. If \( \text{lt}(f) = cx^u \), where \( c \in \mathbb{K} \), then \( c \) is the leading coefficient of \( f \) and \( x^u \) is the leading monomial (\( \text{lm} \)).

2.1.7 Example Let \( f = 4xy^2z4z^2 - 5x^3 + 7x^2z^2 \in \mathbb{K}[x,y,z] \).

- With respect to lex order \( f = \underline{-5x^3} + 7x^2z^2 + 4xy^2z + 4z^2 \),
- with respect to grlex order \( f = \underline{7x^2z^2} + 4xy^2z - 5x^3 + 4z^2 \),
- with respect to grevlex \( f = \underline{4xy^2z} + 7x^2z^2 - 5x^3 + 4z^2 \),

where underlined terms are the leading terms with respect to the corresponding term order.

An ideal is a special kind of subset of \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) which behaves well with respect to the ring operations.

2.1.8 Definition [Ideal] Specializing the general definition of an ideal to a polynomial ring, we have the following: A subset \( I \subseteq \mathbb{K}[x] \) is an ideal (or a polynomial ideal) if it satisfies:

- \( 0 \in I \).
- If \( f, g \in I \), then \( f + g \in I \).
- If \( f \in I \) and \( h \in \mathbb{K}[x] \), then \( fh \in I \).

An ideal \( I \) coincides with \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) if and only if \( 1 \in I \). The first natural example of an ideal is the ideal generated by a finite number of polynomials.
2. Polynomial Algebra

2.1.9 Definition Let $f_1, \ldots, f_s$ be polynomials in $\mathbb{K}[x]$. Then the set

$$\langle f_1, \ldots, f_s \rangle = \{ h_1 f_1 + \ldots + h_s f_s : h_1, \ldots, h_s \in \mathbb{K}[x] \}$$

is an ideal in $\mathbb{K}[x]$, called ideal generated by $\langle f_1, \ldots, f_s \rangle$. This is the smallest ideal in $\mathbb{K}[x]$ containing $f_1, \ldots, f_s$.

2.1.10 Example Let $\mathbb{K}[x, y] = \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n, y_1, \ldots, y_m]$ and consider the ideal

$$I = \langle f_1, f_2 \rangle = \langle 1 + x, 1 + y \rangle$$

The following are elements in $I$:

$$0, x - y, x + xy, x^2 + x^2 - yx - y.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

The radical of an ideal $I$ is defined as a set $\sqrt{I} = \{ f \in \mathbb{K}[x] : f^m \in I, \text{ for some } m > 0 \}$.

An ideal $I$ is a radical ideal if $\sqrt{I} = I$.

2.1.11 Example Let $I = \langle x^2 y^3 \rangle \subset \mathbb{K}[x, y]$. Then $\sqrt{I} = \langle xy \rangle$.  \hspace{1cm} ♦

Another interesting class of ideals is the class of monomial ideals. Computations with these ideals are much easier when compared to polynomial ideals. Many invariants can be effectively computed for monomial ideals. As a result one can solve several problems by reducing them to monomials.

2.1.12 Definition [Monomial Ideal]

A monomial ideal $I$ in $\mathbb{K}[x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n]$ is a polynomial ideal, generated by monomials.

2.1.13 Example $I = \langle y^3, xy, y^4 \rangle$ is a monomial ideal.  \hspace{1cm} ♦

The crucial fact about monomial ideals is that they are finitely generated (Dickson’s lemma).
2.2 Groebner Bases

The concept of Groebner bases was introduced by Bruno Buchberger in 1965 in the context of his work on performing algorithmic computations in residue classes of polynomial rings. Buchberger’s algorithm for computing Groebner bases is a powerful tool for solving many important problems in polynomial ideal theory. The main idea behind the Groebner bases technique is that if \( I = \langle f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n \rangle \) is an ideal then a Groebner basis algorithm will find the least complex list of polynomials that generates \( I \), but it definitely depends on the choice of term order. Choosing a “wrong” term order will result into a more complex situation. In order to introduce the theory of Groebner bases we need to define the ideal of leading terms in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \).

2.2.1 Definition Given a term order \( > \), each non-zero polynomial \( f \in \mathbb{K}[x] \) has a unique leading term, denoted by \( \text{lt}(f) \). If \( I \) is an ideal in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \), then \( \text{lt}(I) \) is the monomial ideal generated by the leading terms of its elements,

\[
\text{lt}(I) = \langle \text{lt}(f) \mid f \in I \rangle.
\]

This is also called an initial ideal. The monomials that do not lie in the ideal \( \text{lt}(I) \) are called standard monomials. A finite subset \( G \) of \( I \) is a Groebner basis for \( I \) with respect to \( > \) if the ideal \( \text{lt}(I) \) is generated by the set of leading terms in \( G \),

\[
\text{lt}(I) = \langle \text{lt}(g) \mid g \in G \rangle.
\]

Informally, a subset \( \{g_1, \ldots, g_n\} \subseteq I \) is a Groebner basis of \( I \) if and only if the leading term of any element of \( I \) is divisible by one of the leading term \( \text{lt}(g_i) \) where \( 1 \leq i \leq n \). Hilbert Basis Theorem implies that every ideal in a polynomial ring is finitely generated. In particular \( \text{lt}(I) \) is generated by finitely many terms.

Every ideal \( I \subseteq \mathbb{K}[x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n] \) has a Groebner Basis. We can use Maple and other computer algebra programs [29] to compute a Groebner basis of an ideal. Groebner bases are good generating sets in the sense that they allow us to solve many problems like the solution to systems of equations.

2.2.2 Example Let \( I = \langle f_1, f_2 \rangle \) where \( f_1 = x^3 - 2xy \) and \( f_2 = x^2y - 2y^2 + x \). Then \( \{f_1, f_2\} \) is not a Groebner basis for \( I \) w.r.t grevlex order since \( x^2 \in \text{lt}(I) \) but \( x^2 \notin \langle \text{lt}(f_1), \text{lt}(f_2) \rangle \).
2.3 Classification of Groebner bases

There are many systematic ways by which we can determine that whether a basis is a Groebner basis or not. First very important observation about Groebner bases is that if we “divide” any polynomial \( f \) in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) by Groebner basis of an ideal \( I \), we always get a unique remainder. This enables us to determine whether a polynomial \( f \) lies in \( I \) or not. Before we proceed further the concept of division in context of several variables needs to be explained.

2.3.1 The Reduction Process

The division algorithm for polynomials in one variable states that if \( f \) and \( g \) are polynomials such that \( g \neq 0 \) then there exist \( q \) and \( r \) such that \( f = q \cdot g + r \) where either \( r = 0 \) or \( \deg(r) < \deg(g) \). In order to generalize this concept of division algorithm to the polynomial ring in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \), one needs to use term orderings, which have been defined earlier. To be more precise, let \( f \) be a polynomial in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) and let \( G = (g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n) \) be an ordered sequence of polynomials in several variables. Fix some admissible term ordering. The remainder in this case can recursively be described as follows: If \( \text{lt}(g_k) \) divides \( \text{lt}(f) \), then define \( \text{rem}(f, g_1, \ldots, g_n) = \text{rem}(f - l \cdot g_k, g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n) \), where \( k \) is the smallest index such that \( \text{lt}(g_k) \) divides \( \text{lt}(f) \) and \( l \) is the term chosen so that \( \text{lt}(f) = \text{lt}(l \cdot g_k) \). If no \( \text{lt}(g_i) \) divides \( \text{lt}(f) \), then define \( \text{rem}(f, g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n) = \text{lt}(f) + \text{rem}(f - \text{lt}(f), g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n) \). The process is finite since in both cases the leading monomial drops. The following proposition gives a criterion to decide whether a polynomial \( f \in \mathbb{K}[x] \) belongs to an ideal \( I \subseteq \mathbb{K}[x] \) or not.

2.3.1 Proposition Let \( G = \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n\} \) be a Groebner basis for an ideal \( I \subseteq \mathbb{K}[x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n] \) and let \( f \in \mathbb{K}[x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n] \). Then \( f \in I \) if and only if the remainder on division of \( f \) by \( G \) is zero.

2.4 Computing Groebner Bases

Once the concept of division is clear in the case of several variables, one can now compute Groebner bases of an ideal from its generating set, which crucially depends on the term ordering, different term orders may result into different Groeb-
2.4. Computing Groebner Bases

2.4.1 Definition Let \( f \) and \( g \) be non-zero polynomials in \( K[x] \). Define the S-polynomial of \( f \) and \( g \) w.r.t some fixed term ordering, as

\[
S(f, g) = \frac{\text{lcm}(\text{lt}(f), \text{lt}(g))}{\text{lt}(f)} f - \frac{\text{lcm}(\text{lt}(f), \text{lt}(g))}{\text{lt}(g)} g
\]

where lcm denotes the least common multiple.

The S-polynomial cancels the leading terms of \( f \) and \( g \) according to the term ordering.

2.4.2 Example If \( (f, g) = (x^2, xy - y^2) \) and the ordering is lex then

\[
S(f, g) = \frac{x^2 y}{x^2} x^2 - \frac{x^2 y}{xy} (xy - y^2) = xy^2
\]

The following criterion determines that whether a set is a Groebner basis for an ideal or not.

2.4.3 Theorem Let \( \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n\} \) be a set of monic polynomials in \( K[x] \). Then \( \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n\} \) is a Groebner basis of the ideal it generates if and only if

\[
\text{rem}(S(g_i, g_j)) = 0 \quad \text{for all} \quad i \neq j.
\]

Groebner bases are not unique. However a reduced Groebner basis is always unique.

2.4.4 Definition A Groebner basis \( G = \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_n\} \) for the ideal \( I \) in \( K[x] \) is said to be minimal if each \( g_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), is monic and the leading term of the generator \( g_i \) is not divisible by the leading term of another generator \( g_j \) where \( i \neq j \). A Groebner basis \( G \) is called reduced basis if it is minimal and no term in \( g_i \) is divisible by \( \text{lt}(g_j) \) for any \( i \neq j \).
There are many features which contribute to the theory of Groebner basis such as Groebner basis can be constructed w.r.t arbitrary admissible orderings and lexical orderings having the elimination properties [57] or can be designed for desired orderings [15]. For extensive study of Groebner bases reader is referred to [1, 25, 4, 35].

2.5 Binomial Ideal

The following ideals are of great importance in this work. A binomial in a polynomial ring is a polynomial with two terms, say $ax^u + bx^v$.

2.5.1 Definition [Binomial Ideal]

A binomial ideal is an ideal of $\mathbb{K}[x]$ generated by binomials.

If $I$ is a binomial ideal then the radical, associated primes, and isolated primary components of $I$ are again binomial, and $I$ admits primary decompositions in terms of binomial primary ideals [23]. Moreover these ideals have a finite number of binomials generators in a polynomial ring. Next we describe the notion of toric ideal which is a special type of binomial ideal. Let $y_1, \ldots, y_d$ and $x_1, \ldots, x_n$ be indeterminates over a field $\mathbb{K}$. Let $A = (a_{i,j})$ be a $d \times n$ matrix with nonnegative integer entries. The columns of $A$ give rise to a collection of monomials in $\mathbb{K}[y_1, \ldots, y_d]$ given by

$$m_j = y_1^{a_{1,j}} \cdots y_d^{a_{d,j}}, \quad 1 \leq j \leq n.$$ 

The ideal associated to the matrix $A$ is the kernel of the $\mathbb{K}$-algebra homomorphism

$$\phi : \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n] \to \mathbb{K}[y_1, \ldots, y_d] : x_j \mapsto m_j, \quad 1 \leq j \leq n. \tag{2.5}$$

This is a toric ideal and is denoted by $I_A$. A toric ideal is prime since it is the kernel ($\ker \phi$) of a homomorphism into an integral domain [21, 33, 56].

2.5.2 Proposition The toric ideal $I_A$ is generated by

$$I_A = \langle x^u - x^v : Au = Av, u, v \in \mathbb{N}^n_0 \rangle. \tag{2.6}$$
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Proof: Choose \( f \in I_A \) a polynomial, which cannot be written as a linear combination of the binomials given in the generating set. Let \( \text{lt}(f) = x^u \) be minimal w.r.t. \( \succ \). Now \( f \in \ker \phi \), hence \( x^u \) gets cancelled with some \( x^v \) after applying \( \phi \). Also \( x^v \) is less than \( x^u \) since it is not the leading term. Let \( g = x^u - x^v, \phi(g) = 0 \) and so \( \phi(f - g) = 0, f \neq g \). Moreover \( \text{lt}(f) > \text{lt}(f - g) \), hence by assumption \( f - g \) can be written as a linear combination of binomials, which is a contradiction.

Hilbert Basis Theorem tells us that \( I_A \) is generated by finitely many binomials from the above set. A Groebner basis for the ideal \( I = I_A \) can be computed from the ideal [6, 56]

\[
J = \langle x_j - m_j : 1 \leq j \leq n \rangle.
\]  

(2.7)

For this, observe that \( I = J \cap \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n] \). Moreover, since \( J \) is generated by binomials, Groebner bases theory implies that all the elements in any reduced Groebner basis for \( J \) are binomials, too. Suppose \( G \) is a Groebner basis for \( J \) with respect to an elimination term order in which any monomial containing one of the \( y_i \) is greater than any monomial containing only the \( x_j \). Then \( I \) has the Groebner basis \( G \cap \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n] \) and so is also generated by binomials. Another description of computation of Groebner basis for toric ideals is given in [44].

2.5.3 Example Consider the matrix \( A = \begin{pmatrix} 3 & 2 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 2 & 3 \end{pmatrix} \). The toric ideal associated to this matrix has the following Groebner basis:

\[
I_A = \langle x_1x_3 - x_2^2, x_1x_4 - x_2x_3, x_2x_4 - x_3^2 \rangle
\]

It is worth noticing here that not all binomial ideals are toric ideals, i.e the ideal \( I = \langle x^2 - y^2 \rangle \) is a binomial ideal but not prime since \( (x - y)(x + y) \in I \) but \( (x - y), (x + y) \notin I \).

2.6 Groebner Bases for Modules

Modules are to rings what vector spaces are to fields [1, 38]. Let \( \mathbb{K} \) be a field and \( R = \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n] \) be a commutative ring with identity, a set \( M \) is called an
$R$-module provided that $M$ is an abelian group under addition and multiplication by elements of $R$ satisfying the following axioms:

- for every $r \in R$ and $m \in M$, $rm \in M$,
- for every $r \in R$ and $m, m' \in M$, $r(m + m') = rm + rm'$,
- for every $r, r' \in R$ and $m \in M$, $(r + r')m = rm + r'm$,
- for every $r, r' \in R$ and $m \in M$, $r(r'm) = rr'm$,
- for every $m \in M$, $1m = m$.

The simplest example of modules are those which consist of all $m \times 1$ columns of $R$:

$$ R^m = \left\{ \begin{pmatrix} r_1 \\ \vdots \\ r_m \end{pmatrix} : r_i \in R, \text{for all } 1 \leq i \leq m \right\} $$

(2.8)

where addition and scalar multiplication are defined component-wise,

$$ \begin{pmatrix} r_1 \\ \vdots \\ r_m \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} r_1 \\ \vdots \\ r_m \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} r_1 + r_1 \\ \vdots \\ r_m + r_m \end{pmatrix} $$

(2.9)

and

$$ r \begin{pmatrix} r_1 \\ \vdots \\ r_m \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} rr_1 \\ \vdots \\ rr_m \end{pmatrix} $$

(2.10)

A module satisfies almost the same axioms as a vector space, with elements taken from a ring rather than a field. Unlike vector spaces modules need not have a linearly independent generating set but if a module has one, then that is called a free module. For example the $R$-module $R^m$ is a free module. A submodule of an $R$-module $M$ is a subset of $M$, which itself is an $R$-module. Next, the generalisation of the theory of Groebner bases to submodules of $R^m$ is described. Construction of these bases goes parallel to what we have for ideals in polynomial rings. Consider the standard basis of $R^m$,
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\[ e_1 = (1, \ldots, 0)^T, e_2 = (0, 1, \ldots, 0)^T, \ldots, e_n = (0, \ldots, 1)^T. \]

Recall that a monomial in \( R \) is an element of the form \( x^u = x_1^{u_1}x_2^{u_2}\cdots x_n^{u_n} \), where \( u = (u_1, \ldots, u_n) \in \mathbb{N}_0^n \) is a lattice point. More generally, a monomial \( m \) in \( R^n \) is an element of the form \( x^u e_i \) for some \( i \). The product \( c \cdot m \) of a monomial \( m \in R^n \) with an element \( c \in R \) is called a term and \( c \) is called its coefficient. Each element \( f \in R^n \) can be uniquely written as an \( R \)-linear combination of monomials \( m_i \in R^n \),

\[ f = \sum_i c_i m_i, \quad 0 \neq c_i \in R. \quad (2.11) \]

If \( m \) and \( n \) are monomials in \( R^n \), \( m = x^u e_i \) and \( n = x^v e_j \), then \( m \) is divisible by \( n \) if \( i = j \) and \( x^u \) is divisible by \( x^v \). If \( m \) is divisible by \( n \), then the quotient \( m/n \) is defined to be \( x^u/x^v = x^{u-v} \in R \). Thus if \( n \) divides \( m \), then \( m = (m/n) \cdot n \). Moreover, if \( i = j \) then the least common multiple of \( m \) and \( n \) is given as the least common multiple of \( x^u \) and \( x^v \) times \( e_i \); otherwise, the least common multiple is defined to be 0. In order to construct Groebner basis for \( R^n \), we need to define the concept of division in modules which depends heavily on term order \([1, 18]\). By a term order on monomials of \( R^n \), we mean a total order, \( > \), on these monomials satisfying the following conditions:

- \( X > ZY \), for every monomial \( X \) of \( R^n \) and monomial \( Z \neq 1 \) of \( R \);
- if \( X > Y \), then \( ZX > ZY \) for all monomials \( X, Y \in R^n \) and every monomial \( Z \in R \)

For any term order \( > \) on \( R \), two term orders on \( R^n \) can be defined naturally:

- (the TOP extension of \( > \)) \( x^u e_i >_{\text{TOP}} x^v e_j \) if and only if \( x^u > x^v \), or if \( x^u = x^v \) and \( i < j \)
- (the POT extension of \( > \)) i.e., \( x^u e_i >_{\text{POT}} x^v e_j \) if and only if \( i < j \), or if \( i = j \) and \( x^u > x^v \) \([1, 18]\).

Given a term order \( > \) on \( R^n \), each non-zero element \( f \in R \) has a unique leading monomial, denoted by \( \text{lt}(f) \), which is given by the largest involved monomial with respect to the term order.
Once a term ordering on $\mathbb{R}^m$ is fixed, the division algorithm in $\mathbb{R}$ can be easily extended to the $\mathbb{R}$-module $\mathbb{R}^m$. The basic idea behind the division algorithm is the same as for polynomials, i.e. to divide the polynomial of a module by an ordered sequence of elements of a module until the division process can not be done anymore. For this, let $f$ be an element in $\mathbb{R}^m$ which is to be divided by an ordered sequence $G = (g_1, \ldots, g_s)$ of elements in $\mathbb{R}^m$. The key operation is the reduction of a partial dividend $p$ (p = f to start) by an $g_k$ ($k$ is assumed to be minimal) such that $\text{lt}(g_k)$ divides $\text{lt}(p)$. If $\text{lt}(p) = t \cdot \text{lt}(g_k)$ for some term $t \in R$, then $p$ is replaced by $p - t \cdot g_k$. This reduction step can be stated by the recursion

$$\text{rem}(p, (g_1, \ldots, g_s)) = \text{rem}(p - t \cdot g_k, (g_1, \ldots, g_s)).$$

(2.12)

If at some point, no reduction is possible then $\text{lt}(p)$ is not divisible by any of the $\text{lt}(g_i)$. In this case, the leading term of $p$ is subtracted and placed in the remainder. This step is given by the recursion

$$\text{rem}(p, (g_1, \ldots, g_s)) = \text{lt}(p) + \text{rem}(p - \text{lt}(p), (g_1, \ldots, g_s)).$$

(2.13)

The reduction stops when $p$ is reduced to 0; it always terminates since in both cases the leading term of $p$ drops.

Let $M$ be a submodule of $\mathbb{R}^m$ and let $\succ$ be a term order on $\mathbb{R}^m$. We denote by $\text{lt}(M)$ the (monomial) submodule generated by the leading terms of all $f \in M$ with respect to $\succ$.

A finite subset $G = \{g_1, \ldots, g_s\}$ of $M$ is called a Groebner basis for $M$ with respect to $\succ$ if the submodule of leading terms equals the submodule of leading terms generated by the elements of $G$, i.e.,

$$\text{lt}(M) = \langle \text{lt}(g_1), \ldots, \text{lt}(g_s) \rangle.$$  

(2.14)

If $G$ is a Groebner basis for $M$, then $f \in \mathbb{R}^m$ lies in $M$ if and only if the remainder on division by $G$ is 0. The computation of Groebner bases depends on a generalization of Buchberger’s S-criterion. For this, let $f$ and $g$ be elements of $\mathbb{R}^m$. Define the S-vector of $f$ and $g$ as

$$S(f, g) = \frac{m}{\text{lt}(f)} f - \frac{m}{\text{lt}(g)} g,$$

(2.15)

where $m$ is the least common multiple of the leading monomials of $f$ and $g$. Thus the S-vector $S(f, g)$ cancels the initial terms of $f$ and $g$ according to the term
ordering. Buchberger’s S-criterion says that a set \( G = \{g_1, \ldots, g_s\} \) in \( R^m \) is a Groebner basis for the module it generates if and only if the remainder on division by \( G \) of \( S(g_i, g_j) \) is 0 for all \( i, j \).

A reduced Groebner basis for a submodule \( M \) of \( R^m \) and a term order \( > \) can be calculated by Buchberger’s algorithm that starts with any set of generators for \( M \). In the most rudimentary form, the algorithm appends in each step the remainders of the S-vectors between each pair of generators to the generating set until these remainders are all 0.

### 2.7 Syzygies and Finite Free Resolution

The existence of a Groebner basis for each submodule of \( R^m \) also shows that each submodule of \( R^m \) is finitely generated. However, submodules of \( R^m \) eventually have no bases (in the sense of linear algebra). Thus to handle computations in a module requires not only a generating set, but also the set of all relations satisfied by the generators. More specifically, let \( F = (f_1, \ldots, f_t) \) be an ordered \( t \)-tuple of elements in \( R^m \). A relation on \( F \) is an \( R \)-linear combination of the \( f_i \) which is equal to 0,

\[
h_1f_1 + \ldots + h_tf_t = 0.
\]  

We think of a relation on \( F \) as an element \( h = (h_1, \ldots, h_t)^T \) of \( R^t \). Such relations are called syzygies. The set of all relations on \( F \) forms an \( R \)-submodule of \( R^t \), called the (first) syzygy module of \( (f_1, \ldots, f_t) \) and denoted by \( \text{Syz}(f_1, \ldots, f_t) \) [1, 18].

In particular, suppose that \( G = \{g_1, \ldots, g_s\} \) is a Groebner basis for a submodule \( M \) of \( R^m \). Consider the corresponding S-vector

\[
S(g_i, g_j) = \frac{m_{ij}}{\text{lt}(g_i)}g_i - \frac{m_{ij}}{\text{lt}(g_j)}g_j, \quad 1 \leq i, j \leq t,
\]  

where \( m_{ij} \) is the least common multiple of the leading monomials of \( g_i \) and \( g_j \). Since \( G \) is a Groebner basis, by Buchberger’s S-criterion, the remainder of \( S(g_i, g_j) \) upon division by \( G \) is 0, and the division algorithm gives an expression

\[
S(g_i, g_j) = \sum_{k=1}^t h_{ijk}g_k, \quad (2.18)
\]
where \( h_{ijk} \in R \) and \( \text{lt}(h_{ijk}g_k) > \text{lt}(g_j) \) for all \( i, j, \) and \( k \). Let \( h_{ij} \in R^l \) denote the column vector
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    h_{ij1} \\
    \vdots \\
    h_{ijj} - a_i \\
    \vdots \\
    h_{ijn} + a_j \\
    \vdots \\
    h_{ijt}
\end{bmatrix} \in R^l,
\]
(2.19)

For each pair \((i, j)\), \(1 \leq i, j \leq t\), such that \( m_{ij} \neq 0\), define
\[
s_{ij} = h_{ij} - \frac{m_{ij}}{\text{lt}(g_j)} e_i + \frac{m_{ij}}{\text{lt}(g_i)} e_j,
\]
where \( a_i = m_{ij}/\text{lt}(g_i) \) and \( a_j = m_{ij}/\text{lt}(g_j) \). Otherwise, put \( s_{ij} = 0 \). Note that \( S(g_j, g_j) \) and \( S(g_j, g_j) \) only differ by the sign and so it suffices to consider the \( s_{ij} \) only for \( i < j \).

By Schreyer’s theorem [1, 18, 53], the set \( \{s_{ij} \mid 1 \leq i, j \leq t\} \) forms a Groebner basis for the syzygy module \( M = \text{Syz}(g_1, \ldots, g_t) \) with respect to the term order \( \succ \) on \( R^l \) defined as follows:
\[
x^u e_i > x^v e_j \text{ if } \text{lt}(x^u g_i) > \text{lt}(x^v g_j), \text{ or if } \text{lt}(x^u g_i) = \text{lt}(x^v g_j) \text{ and } i < j.
\]

2.7.1 Example  Let \( R = \mathbb{Q}[x, y, z, w] \) and \( I = \langle x^2 - yw, xy - wz, y^2 - xz \rangle \). The reduced Groebner basis of \( I \) with respect to degrevlex order is \( \{g_1, g_2, g_3\} \) where \( g_1 = x^2 - w, g_2 = xy - wz, g_3 = y^2 - xz, \) with \( x > y > z > w \). Also \( \text{lt}(g_1) = x^2, \text{lt}(g_2) = xy, \text{lt}(g_3) = y^2 \). Least common multiples are
\[
m_{11} = x^2 y, m_{12} = x^2 y^2, m_{13} = xy^2.
\]

Now \( S(g_1, g_2) = -w g_3 \) so \( s_{12} = (-y, x, -w)^T \). Similarly \( s_{13} = (-y^2 + xz, 0, x^2 - yw)^T \) and \( s_{23} = (z, -y, x)^T \). Hence \( \text{Syz}(g_1, g_2, g_3) = \langle (-y, x, -w)^T, (-y^2 + xz, 0, x^2 - yw)^T, (z, -y, x)^T \rangle. \) Since \( s_{13} = y s_{12} + x s_{23} \), we are left with only two generators:
\[
\text{Syz}(g_1, g_2, g_3) = \langle (-y, x, -w)^T, (z, -y, x)^T \rangle.
\]

Let \( M \) be a submodule of \( R^m \) with generating set \( F = \{f_1, \ldots, f_t\} \). The generators give rise to a surjective homomorphism \( \phi_0 : R^l \to M \) sending \( (h_1, \ldots, h_l)^T \in R^l \)
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to $\sum_i h_i f_i \in M$. It follows that the syzygies on $f_1, \ldots, f_t$ form the kernel of $\phi_0$. Choosing a set of generators $g_1, \ldots, g_s$ for the syzygy module $\text{Syz}(f_1, \ldots, f_t)$ corresponds to choosing a homomorphism $\phi_1$ of $R^s$ onto the kernel of $\phi_0$, which amounts to the fact that $\text{im} (\phi_1) = \text{ker} (\phi_0)$. Equivalently, the sequence

$$R^s \to R^t \to M \to 0$$

is exact at $R^t$. Moreover, in order to understand the syzygy module $\text{Syz}(f_1, \ldots, f_t)$, we not only need its generators $g_1, \ldots, g_s$, but also the set of relations on these generators, the so-called second syzygies, and so on. The connection between a module $M$ and its syzygies can be summarized in an exact sequence of the form

$$\cdots \to F_2 \xrightarrow{\phi_2} F_1 \xrightarrow{\phi_1} F_0 \xrightarrow{\phi_0} M \to 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

where all modules $F_i$ are free $R$-modules. Such a sequence is called a free resolution of $M$. If there is an index $\ell$ such that $F_\ell \neq 0$ and $F_{\ell+1} = F_{\ell+2} = \ldots = 0$, then the resolution is said to be finite of length $\ell$. The famous Hilbert Syzygy Theorem says that each finitely generated $R$-module has a finite free resolution whose length is not exceeding the number of variables.
Chapter 3

Algebraic Coding Theory

Communicating accurate information is extremely important and arises in a variety of situations. In 1948 C.E. Shannon gave a formal description of a communication system and introduced a theory about coding. Later R.W. Hamming in 1950 showed how to construct and decode algebraic codes. This incorporation of algebraic structure to codes enabled researchers to provide better codes and to introduce more efficient decoding algorithms. In this chapter first some definitions and some known results regarding coding theory are presented. In the second section the notion of algebraic codes will be introduced. The last section is related to the introduction of one of the oldest codes namely Reed Muller codes. Most of the material in this chapter is taken from [47, 40].

3.1 Basic Coding Theory

The main aim of coding theory is the transmission of messages over noisy channels and develop techniques to recover the original message which may be distorted due to the noise present. All information is sent as a sequence of ‘words’ or blocks of zeros and ones. Each block is then translated into a longer block called a ‘coded-word’. This encoding is formulated so that any two codewords look very different. Formally:
3.1.1 Definition [Word] Let $F = \{a_1, \ldots, a_q\}$ be a set of size $q$, which we refer to as a code alphabet and whose elements are called code symbols. A $q$-ary word of length $n$ over $F$ is a sequence $x = x_1x_2 \ldots x_n$ with each $x_i \in F$ for all $i$. Equivalently, $x$ may also be regarded as the vector $(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$.

3.1.2 Remark In practice, and specially in this work, the code alphabet is often taken to be a finite field $\mathbb{F}_q$ of order $q$. The following is the set of all words of length $n$ with entries in $\mathbb{F}_q$:

$$\mathbb{F}_q^n = \{(x_1, \ldots, x_n) : x_i \in \mathbb{F}_q\}$$

(3.1)

No errors can generally be detected or corrected if all elements of $\mathbb{F}_q^n$ are used as messages. The obvious idea is to only use a subset. A code $C$ of length $n$ is a non-empty subset of a set $\mathbb{F}_q^n$. Its elements are called codewords. If $|F| = q$, we say that $C$ is a $q$-ary code. When $q = 2$, we say that $C$ is a binary code. In order to measure how much the codewords in a code differ from one another we need the following definition.

3.1.3 Definition [Hamming Distance] Let $x, y$ be the words of length $n$ over $F$. The Hamming distance $d(x, y)$ is the number of coordinates where $x$ and $y$ differ,

$$d(x, y) = \left| \{i : 1 \leq i \leq n, x_i \neq y_i\} \right|.$$  

(3.2)

The Hamming distance can be thought of as the number of positions required to change a codeword $x$ into another codeword $y$.

The Hamming weight of the vector $x$ is the number of non-zero coordinates and it is denoted by $wt(x)$. The set of words of length $n$ over $F$, equipped with Hamming distance $d$, is a metric space. An important invariant of a code $C$ is the minimum distance among the codewords.

3.1.4 Definition [Minimum Distance] The minimum distance $d = d(C)$ of a code $C$ is the minimum Hamming distance between two distinct codewords in $C$, i.e.,

$$d = \min\{d(x, y) : x, y \in C, x \neq y\}.$$  

(3.3)

whereas minimum weight is

$$wt_C = \min\{wt(x) : x \in C, x \neq 0\}.$$  

(3.4)
3.1.5 Example  The binary repetition code of length 5 has minimum distance 5 since the two codewords differ in all five positions.

The notion of minimum distance enables us to measure the error detection and correction capabilities of the code. The following result explains that fact.

3.1.6 Theorem  A code $C$ can detect up to $t$ errors if its minimum distance is $t+1$ or greater and can correct up to $t$ errors if its minimum distance is $2t+1$ or greater.

We will describe the error correcting capabilities of codes through the geometric point of view. Given $x \in F^n$, we will denote $B_r(x)$, the closed ball of radius $r$ centered at $x$:

$$B_r(x) = \{y \in F^n : d(y, x) \leq r\}.$$

From above we know that if $d(C) \geq 2t+1$ then for $x, y \in C$, $x \neq y$, $B_t(x) \cap B_t(y) = \emptyset$. For if $z \in B_t(x) \cap B_t(y)$, then $0 \neq d(x, y) \leq d(x, z) + d(z, y) \leq 2t < d(C)$. So, geometrically, t-spheres centered at distinct codewords do not overlap. This means that if $t$ or fewer errors have occurred during the transmission, they can be corrected by the nearest neighbour decoding, i.e., any codewords lying in any sphere will be decoded as its center.

For $x = (x_1, \cdots, x_n)$, $y = (y_1, \cdots, y_n) \in F^n$ the scalar product between $x$ and $y$ is $x \cdot y = x_1y_1 + \cdots + x_ny_n$. If $x \cdot y = 0$ then $x$ and $y$ are called orthogonal. Let $C$ be a code we define the orthogonal code of $C$, as the set of vectors which are orthogonal to all codewords of $C$:

$$C^\perp = \{x \in F^n : x \cdot c = 0 \text{ for every } c \in C\}.$$

If $C \subseteq C^\perp$ then $C$ is called a self orthogonal code and if $C = C^\perp$ then $C$ is called a self dual code.

3.1.7 Definition  A code $C$ over $F$ is said to be an $[n, M, d]$ code if

- $d = d(C)$ is the minimum distance of $C$,
- $|C| = M$ is the number of codewords in $C$, and
each codeword has length \( n \).

A “good \([n, M, d]\) code” is one which has minimum \( n \), for the purpose of speedy transmission, maximum \( M \), so that large number of messages can be encoded and maximum \( d \), in order to detect and correct as many errors as possible. As a mathematical optimization problem, \( M \) needs to be maximized with the condition that \([n, M, d]\) code exists. The following definition gives some bounds on codes.

If \( C \) is \( t \) error correcting, spheres around each codeword are disjoint, we begin by counting the words in a sphere. Let \( F = \mathbb{F}_q \) and let \( y \in B_r(x) \), where \( r \leq n \) and \( x \in \mathbb{F}_q^n \). Clearly, \( d(x, y) = i \) means that \( y \) differs from \( x \) in exactly \( i \) positions. These \( i \) positions can be chosen in \( \binom{n}{i} \) ways. For each position we can choose any symbol other than the symbol appearing in \( x \) in that position, it gives us \( q - 1 \) choices, for \( i \) symbols there will be \( (q - 1)^i \) choices. By varying \( i \) and adding the resulting numbers, we get all words in a sphere. Hence, the total number of words in all spheres is:

\[
M \cdot \left( \binom{n}{0} + (q - 1)\binom{n}{1} + \ldots + (q - 1)^t\binom{n}{t} \right) \tag{3.5}
\]

which cannot be larger than \( q^n \). The following is known as sphere packing bound (or Hamming bound):

\[
M \leq \left( \binom{n}{0} + (q - 1)\binom{n}{1} + \ldots + (q - 1)^t\binom{n}{t} \right)^\frac{q^n}{n}. \tag{3.6}
\]

Codes which satisfy this condition are called perfect codes. For example, there is a perfect code \([7, 16, 3]\) code, known as Hamming code.

### 3.2 Finite Fields

For deeper analysis and construction of linear codes, the alphabet is endowed with some meaningful structure, that is usually of a finite field \([39, 47]\). Finite fields play a major role in coding theory. A field is a set \( \mathbb{F} \) together with two operations namely, \( + \), called addition and \( \cdot \), called multiplication. The set \( \mathbb{F} \) is an abelian group under addition with additive identity called zero, denoted as 0, the set of all non-zero elements is also an abelian group under multiplication with multiplicative identity 1; and multiplication distributes over addition. The field \( \mathbb{F} \) is finite if it has finite number of elements, the number of elements in \( \mathbb{F} \) is
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called the order of $F$. In general a field with $p$ elements is denoted by $\mathbb{F}_p$. Most commonly used finite fields are the fields of integers modulo $p$, when $p$ is prime. Let $F$ be a field, the characteristic of $F$ is the least positive integer $r$ such that $r \cdot 1 = 1 + 1 + \ldots + 1$ is 0, where 1 is the multiplicative identity of $F$. If no such $r$ exists then the characteristic is defined as 0. The set of $p$ distinct elements of $\mathbb{F}_p$ is isomorphic to the field $\mathbb{F}_p$ of integers modulo $p$. Following are a few basic results on finite fields: Let $\mathbb{F}_q$ be a finite field with $q$ elements. Then:

- If $\mathbb{F}$ is a finite field then $\mathbb{F}$ has prime characteristic.
- If characteristic of $\mathbb{F}$ is $p$ then $\mathbb{F}$ has $p^m$ elements for some positive integer $m$.  
- $\mathbb{F}_q$ is a vector space over $\mathbb{F}_p$ of dimension $m$, where $q = p^m$. 
- $\mathbb{F}_q$ is unique up to isomorphism. 

Familiar examples of fields are the fields of real numbers and complex numbers. Both of these fields contain infinitely many elements. The smallest field of order two consists of two elements i.e. $\{0, 1\}$, multiplication is “same” as for real numbers while addition is mod 2. If $\mathbb{F}_q$ is a field of order $q$, then the set $\mathbb{F}_q^m$ is an $n$-dimensional vector space with addition of vectors and multiplication of vectors by a scalar from $\mathbb{F}_q$:

\[
(x_1, \ldots, x_n)^T + (y_1, \ldots, y_n)^T = (x_1 + y_1, \ldots, x_n + y_n)^T \\
\alpha(x_1, \ldots, x_n)^T = (\alpha x_1, \ldots, \alpha x_n)^T, \alpha \in \mathbb{F}_q.
\]

There are several ways by which one can represent the elements of finite fields. Here they are described via factor rings $\mathbb{F}_q[x]/\langle g \rangle$, where $g$ is an irreducible polynomial of degree $n$ in $\mathbb{F}_q[x]$. It is well known that the elements of a quotient ring are in one to one correspondence with the possible remainders on division by $g$. Hence the elements of the field $\mathbb{F}_q$ may be represented by the cosets modulo $\langle g \rangle$ of the polynomials of degree $n - 1$ or less:

\[
a_0 + a_1(x) + \ldots + a_{n-1}x^{n-1}, a_i \in \mathbb{F}_q.
\]
3.3 Linear Codes

So far only the basic definitions are provided. In order to make implementation of codes easier, concept from algebra are introduced, and with this coding theory becomes more elegant. One of the great advantages of using a field as a code alphabet is that one can perform vector space operations on the codewords. Since we have assumed $\mathbb{F}_q$ to be a field so $\mathbb{F}_q^n$ is an $n$-dimensional vector space over $\mathbb{F}_q$ as described earlier.

3.3.1 Definition [Linear Code] A linear code $C$ of length $n$ is a linear subspace of the vector space $\mathbb{F}_q^n$ where $\mathbb{F}_q$ is the finite field with $q$ elements.

As explained earlier that the minimum weight of a code is the smallest non-zero weight of any code. Since $C$ is a linear code, $C + c = C$ for all $c \in C$, hence minimum weight and distance coincide. So here we observe the first advantage of a linear code, that is instead of comparing all the codewords for minimum distance, we just calculate the minimum weight. Since, $C$ is a subspace of $\mathbb{F}_q^n$, we can choose a basis for this subspace. Suppose a set of $k$-words of length $n$ is a basis of $C$, i.e., $C = \langle c_1, \ldots, c_k \rangle$, then $C$ has $q^k$ codewords. We can arrange these vectors as rows of $k \times n$-matrix $G$, known as its generator matrix.

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
  c_{11} & \ldots & c_{1l} \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  c_{k1} & \ldots & c_{kn}
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(3.7)

By using this matrix, we can encode any message, i.e., if $x \in \mathbb{F}_q^k$ is a message of length $k$ then it may be encoded as the codeword $xG$. The encoding procedure is particularly simple when the generator matrix is in the standard form: $G = (I_k, A)$ where $I_k$ is the identity matrix of size $k$. In this case the original message $x$ is regained from $xG$ by deleting the last $n - k$ terms. These last terms are called parity check digits. If a code $C$ has generator matrix $G$ in the standard form then the corresponding parity check matrix is $H = (-A^t, I_{n-k})$. Note the $GH^t = 0$ which implies that $c$ is a codeword if and only if $cH^t = 0$.

3.3.2 Remark A linear code $C$ with length $n$, dimension $k$ and minimum distance $d$ is called an $[n,k,d]$ code over $\mathbb{F}_q$. Since there are $q^k$ distinct codewords, hence an $[n,k,d]$ code can be referred as $[n,q^k,d]$ code.
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3.3.3 Example The matrix \( G = (I_4, A) \) where

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

is a generator matrix for an \([7, 4, 3]\) code known as binary Hamming code. The codewords generated by the rows of \( G \) are:

- 0000000 1111111 1000011
- 0111100 0100101 1011010
- 0010110 1101001 1101001
- 1110000 0011001 1100110
- 0101010 1010101 1001100
- 0110011 0001111

So far we have explained a method for efficient generation of linear codes using generator matrix. Codewords are obtained simply by multiplying a message with a generator matrix. When it comes to recovering the original message, which has been transmitted over a noisy channel, the main objective is to make the best possible guess regarding the originally transmitted codeword on the basis of the received word. One obvious decoding algorithm is to examine all codewords unless one is found with a minimum distance \( d \) or less from the received word. This strategy is known as nearest neighbour decoding. But this is possible for codes with a small number of codewords. In order to counter this problem a more efficient decoding method known as syndrome decoding is introduced. This method is based on the standard array which is a table in which the elements of \( \mathbb{F}_q^n \) are arranged into cosets of \( C \).

3.4 Syndrome Decoding

Assume that \( c \in C \) is transmitted and \( y = c + e \) is received. If \( C = \{c_1, \ldots, c_k\} \) is a code with dimension \( k \), the set \( E \) of possible error patterns is [36]:

\[
E = \{y - c_1, \ldots, y - c_k\} = \{y - c : c \in C\} = y - C. \tag{3.8}
\]
Given a received vector $y$ there is a one to one correspondence between the possible error patterns and the codewords. When $C$ is a linear code, then

$$E = y - C = y + C = \{y + c : c \in C\}$$

(3.9)

thus the set of all possible error patterns corresponding to the received word $y$ is precisely $y + C$, known as the coset of $C$. Formally, let $C$ be an $[n, k, d]$ code over $\mathbb{F}_q$. For any $x \in \mathbb{F}_q^n$, the set

$$x + C = \{x + c : c \in C\}$$

is called a coset of $C$. Since $C$ is a linear space, the distinct cosets partition $\mathbb{F}_q^n$ into $q^{n-k}$ sets of size $q^k$. Thus, in order to decode, we must examine the coset corresponding to the received vector, to find the appropriate error pattern.

**3.4.1 Definition** Let $H$ be a parity check matrix for $C$. The syndrome $s$ associated with the received word $y$ is $s = yH^T$. Observe that

$$s = yH^T = (c + e)H^T = cH^T + eH^T = eH^T. \tag{3.10}$$

the syndrome depends only on error pattern $e$ and not on the transmitted codeword. The following assertion shows the close relationship between the syndromes and cosets of $C$.

**3.4.2 Theorem** Two vectors $x, y \in \mathbb{F}_q^n$ yield the same syndrome if and only if they are elements of the same coset of $C$.

**3.4.3 Definition** Let $C$ be $[n, k, d]$ code. For any coset $x + C$ and any vector $y \in C$, we say that $y$ is a coset leader if it is an element of minimum weight in the coset.

Since the syndrome determines the coset, and the error pattern must be an element of the coset, hence the syndrome is the sufficient statistic for determining the error pattern.

**3.4.1 Decoding Linear Codes**

Let $y$ be a received word. We want to find a vector $e$ of smallest weight in the coset containing $y$ [48].
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- after receiving a vector $y$, compute the syndrome $s = yH^T$;
- find $z$, a coset leader of the corresponding coset;
- the decoded word is $c = y - z$;
- recover the message $m$ from $c$.

The above procedure requires to construct a standard array (list of elements of each coset of $C$) that contains the $2^n$ vectors ordered by coset. Then the complexity of the decoding procedure is exponential in terms of memory occupancy.

3.5 Cyclic Code

Cyclic codes form a subclass of linear codes [47]. Most of the important linear codes used in practice are cyclic. They are based on polynomials over finite fields so ring theory is used to perform coding theory operations. This additional structure allows very efficient encoding and decoding procedures.

3.5.1 Definition Let $C$ be linear code of length $n$ over $\mathbb{F}_q$. The code $C$ is cyclic if for every word $(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n) \in C$ the cyclic shift $(c_n, c_1, \ldots, c_{n-1})$ is also in $C$.

For instance, the code $\{000, 011, 101, 110\}$ is cyclic. Transition of this concept to algebra is as follows: take $(a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{n-1}) \in \mathbb{F}_q^n$, associate a polynomial

$$a_0 + a_1x + \ldots + a_{n-1}x^{n-1} \in \mathbb{F}_q[x]/\langle x^n - 1 \rangle$$

where $\mathbb{F}_q[x]$ is a polynomial ring in one variable and $I$ is the ideal of $\mathbb{F}_q[x]$ generated by $x^n - 1$. Any element of factor ring $R = \mathbb{F}_q[x]/I$ has a unique representation which is a polynomial of degree at most $n - 1$. Clearly this residue class ring is isomorphic to $\mathbb{F}_q^n$ as a vector space over $\mathbb{F}_q$.

**Proposition 3.1** Let $R = \mathbb{F}_q[x]/\langle x^n - 1 \rangle$. A vector subspace $C$ of $R$ is a cyclic code if and only if $C$ is an ideal in $R$.

A cyclic code $C$ can be obtained by multiplying each polynomial of degree less than $k$ by a fixed polynomial $g(x)$ of degree $n - k$ with $g(x)$ a divisor of $x^n - 1$. 
Also since every ideal in \( R = \mathbb{F}_q[x] \langle x^n - 1 \rangle \) is principal, hence every cyclic code can be generated by a monic polynomial of lowest degree in the ideal. It can be stated as follows:

Let \( C = \langle g(x) \rangle \) be a cyclic code. Then \( g(x) \) is called the generator polynomial of \( C \) and \( h(x) = (x^n - 1)/g(x) \) is called the parity check polynomial of \( C \).

### 3.6 Ideals as Linear Codes

Cyclic codes can be defined in several ways but the most elementary way is to define them in terms of ideals in a quotient ring. The above concept of one-dimensional cyclic codes can be naturally extended to \( n \)-dimensional cyclic codes. In what follows, \( \mathbb{K}[x] = \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n] \). The quotient ring

\[
R = \mathbb{K}[x]/I, \quad (3.12)
\]

where \( I \) is an ideal in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) is defined as:

#### 3.6.1 Definition

The quotient of \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) mod \( I \) is the set of all equivalence classes:

\[
\mathbb{K}[x]/I = \{[f] : f \in \mathbb{K}[x]\} \quad (3.13)
\]

where

\[
[f] = \{g \in \mathbb{K}[x] : f - g \in I\}.
\]

Since \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) is a ring we define sum and product as:

\[
[f] + [g] = [f + g] \quad \text{and} \quad [f] \cdot [g] = [f \cdot g]
\]

The set \( \mathbb{K}[x]/I \) is a ring under the operations defined above. This forces one to think of ideals in this ring. The definition is the same as the definition of ideals in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \). For the purpose of computation in this quotient ring, we need to define the form of elements first. The description of simple representatives of these equivalence classes stems out of the fact that the remainder on division of a polynomial \( f \) by a Groebner basis \( G \) for an ideal \( I \) is uniquely determined by the polynomial \( f \). Let \( G \) be a Groebner basis of an ideal \( I \). Also consider the ideal defined by the leading terms of \( I \), \( \text{lt}(I) \), as given in the previous chapter. The following map:
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\[ \phi : \mathbb{K}[x]/I \rightarrow S \]  

(3.14)

defined by

\[ \phi[f] = f^G, \text{ where } S = \text{Span}(x^\alpha : x^\alpha \not\in \text{lt}(I)) \]

establishes a one to one correspondence between the classes \( \mathbb{K}[x]/I \) and the elements of \( S \). Formally, this can be described as follows [18, 25]:

**Proposition 3.2**  
Let \( I \subset \mathbb{K}[x] \) be an ideal. Then

\[ R = \mathbb{K}[x]/I \]  

(3.15)

is isomorphic as a \( k \)-vector space to \( S = \text{Span}(x^\alpha : x^\alpha \not\in \text{lt}(I)) \)

Hence standard representatives for elements in \( R \) can be computed by finding remainders with respect to \( G \). For the better understanding of this ring structure we try to explore the form of ideals in \( R \). There is a close relation between ideals in the quotient \( \mathbb{K}[x]/I \) and ideals in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) as stated by the following proposition.

**Proposition 3.3**  
Let \( I \) be an ideal in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \). The ideals in the quotient ring \( \mathbb{K}[x]/I \) are in one to one correspondence with the ideals of \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) containing \( I \).

If \( J \) is an ideal in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) containing \( I \), the corresponding ideal in \( \mathbb{K}[x]/I \) will be

\[ J/I = \{ [j] : j \in J \}. \]  

(3.16)

On the other hand if \( J' \) is an ideal in the quotient ring then the form of the corresponding ideal in \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) is

\[ J = \{ j : [j] \in J' \}. \]  

(3.17)

**3.6.2 Remark**  
Replace \( \mathbb{K} \) by \( \mathbb{F}_p \) in \( R \), and consider the quotient ring

\[ R = \mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]/\langle x_1^p, \ldots, x_n^p \rangle. \]  

(3.18)

Any ideal \( I \) in \( R \) will be a linear code closed under products by elements in \( R \). Any code obtained in this way is called an \( n \)-dimensional cyclic code. One main advantage of an \( n \)-dimensional cyclic code over linear code is that their extra structure helps in describing a compact encoding algorithm, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Now we will discuss some of the most famous families of codes.

3.7.1 Hamming Codes

The family of Hamming codes is probably the most famous of all error correcting codes. These codes were discovered independently by M. Golay in 1949 and R.W. Hamming in 1950. These are perfect linear codes. All binary Hamming codes are equivalent to cyclic codes. For each \( r > 0 \), \( H_q(r) \) is an \([n, k, d]\) code where

\[
  n = (q^r - 1)/(q - 1), \quad k = n - r, \quad d = 3.
\]

These codes are single error correcting. Since these are linear codes their encoding process can be described in terms of the generating matrix, for example, as given earlier, the following matrix generates the \([7, 4, 3]\) Hamming code:

\[
  G = \begin{pmatrix}
  1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1
  \end{pmatrix}
\]

The corresponding parity check matrix is:

\[
  H = \begin{pmatrix}
  1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1
  \end{pmatrix}
\]

Note that the columns of \( H \) are exactly the non-zero vectors of \( \mathbb{F}_2^5 \). The matrix \( H \) can be used to decode binary Hamming code. Let \( y \) be a received binary vector, compute its syndrome \( s \) w.r.t \( H \), if \( s = 0 \) then the received word is a codeword, otherwise compare the computed syndrome with the columns of \( H \). If \( H_i \) is a column equal to \( s \) then there is an error in the \( i^{th} \) position of \( y \). Hence the decoded codewords is \( y + e_i \). This method fails if more than one error occurs.
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3.7.2 Reed Muller Codes

The very first definition of the Reed Muller codes was given in terms of Boolean functions, by D.E. Muller in 1954 [43], while presenting a mathematical model for circuit. Later, I.S. Reed proposed a decoding algorithm for these codes. These binary linear codes have a good practical value and nice decoding properties. Reed Muller codes can be defined in many ways [16, 24], here they are described through Boolean polynomials and Boolean functions [47].

A Boolean function of $m$ variables is a function $f(x_1, \ldots, x_m)$ from $\mathbb{F}_2^m$ to $\mathbb{F}_2$. A Boolean monomial $p$ in variables $\{x_1, \ldots, x_m\}$ is an expression of the form

$$x_1^{r_1}x_2^{r_2}\cdots x_m^{r_m} \text{ where } r_i \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\} \text{ and } 1 \leq i \leq m.$$  

The reduced form of $p$ is obtained by applying the rules $x_ix_j = x_jx_i$ and $x_i^2 = x_i$ until the factors are distinct. A Boolean polynomial is a linear combination of Boolean monomials with coefficient from $\mathbb{F}_2$. The degree of a Boolean polynomial is the largest of the degrees of monomials that form $p$, in its reduced form. The set $B_m$ of all Boolean polynomials form a vector space over $\mathbb{F}_2$. The total number of distinct Boolean monomials is

$$1 + \binom{m}{1} + \ldots + \binom{m}{m} = 2^m,$$

hence there are $2^m$ distinct Boolean polynomials in $m$ variables. For every Boolean function $f(x_1, \ldots, x_m)$, there exists a Boolean polynomial $P(x_1, \ldots, x_m)$.

3.7.1 Definition Let $0 \leq r \leq m$, the $r^{th}$ order Reed-Muller code $R(r,m)$ is the set of all binary strings of length $2^m$ associated with the Boolean polynomial $p$ of degree at most $r$.

The $0^{th}$ order Reed muller code is just the repetition code of length $2^m$ of 0’s or 1’s, while the $m^{th}$ order code consists of all binary strings of length $2^m$. The Reed Muller codes have minimum distance $2^m - r$. The following theorem gives a recursive definition of Reed-Muller codes.

3.7.2 Theorem Let $r, m$ be integers such that $0 \leq r \leq m$. The $r + 1^{th}$ order Reed Muller code of length $2^{m+1}$ is
RM(r + 1, m + 1) = \{(u, u + v) : u \in RM(r + 1, m), v \in RM(r, m)\}.

If \(G(r, m)\) is the generator matrix of the Reed Muller code \(RM(r, m)\) then

\[
G(r + 1, m + 1) = \begin{pmatrix}
G(r + 1, m) & G(r + 1, m) \\
0 & G(r, m)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(3.19)
is the generator matrix of \(RM(r + 1, m + 1)\).

3.7.3 Example

\[
GM(1, 5) = \begin{pmatrix}
1111 & 1111 & 1111 & 1111 & 1111 \\
0101 & 0101 & 0101 & 0101 & 0101 \\
0011 & 0011 & 0011 & 0011 & 0011 \\
0000 & 1111 & 0000 & 1111 & 0000 \\
0000 & 0000 & 1111 & 1111 & 0000 \\
0000 & 0000 & 0000 & 0000 & 1111 \\
0000 & 0000 & 0000 & 0000 & 1111 \\
0000 & 0000 & 0000 & 0000 & 1111
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 \\
v_5 \\
v_4 \\
v_3 \\
v_2 \\
v_1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

3.7.4 Lemma Let \(r, m\) be integers such that \(0 \leq r \leq m\). Let \(RM(r, m)\) be the \(r^{th}\) order Reed-Muller code of length \(2^m\).

- The dimension of the code is \(k = 1 + \binom{m}{1} + \binom{m}{2} + \ldots + \binom{m}{r}\).
- The minimum distance is \(d = 2^{m-r}\).
- \(RM(r, m) \subset RM(r + 1, m)\), for all \(r < m\).
- \(RM(r, m)^\perp = RM(m - r - 1, m)\), for all \(r < m\).

In particular,

- \(RM(0, m)\) is the repetition code.
- \(RM(1, m)\) is the dual of the extended Hamming code.
- \(RM(m - 2, m)\) is the extended Hamming code.
- \(RM(m - 1, m)\) is the even weight code (all vectors in \(F_2^m\) of even weight).
- \(RM(m, m) = F_2^m\).
3.7.3 Golay Codes

The binary Golay code is one of the most important type of linear binary codes [28, 14]. Perfect codes are considered the best codes and are of much interest to mathematicians. They play an important role in coding theory for theoretical and practical reasons. In 1949, M. Golay [28] noticed that:

\[
\binom{23}{0} + \binom{23}{1} + \binom{23}{2} + \binom{23}{3} = 2^{11}.
\] (3.20)

It indicated to him that the possibility of a [23, 12] perfect binary code existed that could correct three or fewer errors. It is one of the few examples of a nontrivial perfect code. This is the only known code capable of correcting any combination of three or fewer random errors in a block of 23 elements. The binary Golay code \( C_{23} \) is a [23, 12, 7] code with parity check matrix \( H = (M, I_{11}) \), where \( I_{11} \) is the 11 \( \times \) 11 identity matrix and \( M \) is the 11 \( \times \) 12 matrix given by

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

The ternary Golay code \( C_{11} \) is an [11, 6, 5] perfect code with parity check matrix \( H_{11} = (N, I_5) \), where

\[
N = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 & 2 & 2 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 2 & 2 \\
1 & 2 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 2 \\
1 & 2 & 2 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 2 & 2 & 1 & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]
Chapter 4

Variants of Reed Muller Codes

4.1 Introduction

It has been established by several authors that many classical codes are ideals in quotient rings [37]. Berman [5], showed that binary Reed Muller codes coincide with powers of the radical of the quotient ring

\[ R = \mathbb{F}_2[x_1, \ldots, x_n]/(x_1^2 - 1, \ldots, x_n^2 - 1). \]  

(4.1)

Later Charpin [13], proved it for generalised Reed Muller codes. Here we have presented an approach, similar to Landrock and Manz [37], to define variants of Reed Muller codes and their parameters. Moreover, a strong link between the theory of Groebner bases and cyclic codes, defined in terms of ideals in quotient ring, is explored. This chapter is organised as follows: In Section 4.1, Groebner bases are presented for an ideal which plays a major role in this work. Outline of a general encoding process for a cyclic code via Groebner bases is described in Section 4.2. Variants of Reed Muller codes and their decoding process are given in Section 4.3. Lastly, parameters for the variants of primitive Reed Muller codes are given.

4.2 Groebner Basis Construction

This section describes the construction of a reduced Groebner basis of an ideal, which is later used to define a class of codes which contains primitive Reed Muller
4. Variants of Reed Muller Codes

Let $\mathbb{K}$ be a field and let $\mathbb{K}[x] = \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ be a commutative polynomial ring over $\mathbb{K}$. Take a nonempty subset $S$ of $\mathbb{N}_0^n$ and consider the ideal $I = I(S)$ generated by the set

$$\{ \eta(a) : a \in S \},$$

where

$$\eta(a) = (x_1 - 1)^{a_1} \cdots (x_n - 1)^{a_n}, \quad a_1 \geq 0, \ldots, a_n \geq 0.$$

Let $M = M(S)$ be the set of $n$-tuples $a \in S$ that are minimal with respect to the component-wise natural $\leq$-ordering. In particular, if we choose $S = \mathbb{N}_0^n$ then the set of minimal elements will be $M(S) = \{0\}$ and $I(S) = \mathbb{K}[x]$, since $1 \in I(S)$.

Secondly, if $S = \mathbb{N}_0^n \setminus \{0\}$ then $M(S)$ consists of the unit vectors and the ideal $I = I(S)$ is generated by the terms $x_j - 1, 1 \leq j \leq n$. The following theorem constructs a Groebner basis for an ideal, which will be considered later to understand the structure of the corresponding codes.

4.2.1 Theorem For any monomial order on $\mathbb{K}[x]$, the ideal $I = I(S)$ in $\mathbb{K}[x]$ has the reduced Groebner basis

$$G = \{ \eta(a) : a \in M \}.$$  

The ideal of leading terms of $I$ equals $\langle \{x^a : a \in M\} \rangle$.

Observe that for each term ordering $>$ on $\mathbb{N}_0^n$, the leading term of $\eta(a), a \in \mathbb{N}_0^n$, is $x^a$. Indeed, each monomial in $\eta(a)$ is of the form $x^b$ for some $b \in \mathbb{N}_0^n$ with $b \leq a$. Thus $a = b + c$ for some $c \in \mathbb{N}_0^n$. But $0 \leq c$ and so $b \leq b + c = a$. The quest for a proof of this theorem led us to two propositions which are of great interest and importance in themselves. Proofs of these propositions are given according to the following setting: To each nonempty subset $S$ of $\mathbb{N}_0^n \setminus \{0\}$ define

$$S' = \{(a_1, \ldots, a_j - 1, \ldots, a_n) : (a_1, \ldots, a_j, \ldots, a_n) \in S, a_j > 0, 1 \leq j \leq n\}.$$  

Then

$$M' = \{(a_1, \ldots, a_j - 1, \ldots, a_n) : (a_1, \ldots, a_j, \ldots, a_n) \in M, a_j > 0, 1 \leq j \leq n\}$$

is the corresponding set of minimal elements of $S'$. Finally, put $G' = \{ \eta(a) : a \in M' \}$. 


4.2.2 Lemma For each polynomial \( f \in \mathbb{K}[x] \) and each variable \( x_j, 1 \leq j \leq n \), we have

\[ (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(f, G') = \text{rem}((x_j - 1)f, G). \]

Proof: Fix a term ordering \( < \) on \( \mathbb{K}[x] \). First, suppose there is a generator \( g \in G' \) such that \( \text{lm}(f) \) is divisible by \( \text{lm}(g) \). Then \( \text{rem}(f, G') = \text{rem}(f - g' \cdot g, G') \) for some monomial \( g' \in \mathbb{K}[x] \) and so \( \text{lm}((x_j - 1)f) \) is divisible by \( \text{lm}((x_j - 1)g) \). But \((x_j - 1)g \in G \) and thus \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1) \cdot f, G) = \text{rem}((x_j - 1)[f - g'g], G) \). We may assume that the assertion holds for all polynomials \( f' \) with \( f' < f \). But \( f - g'g < f \) and thus \( (x_j - 1)[f - g'g] < (x_j - 1)f \). Therefore, \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)[f - g'g], G) = (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(f - g'g, G') = (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(f, G') \), as required.

Second, suppose there is no generator \( g \in G' \) such that \( \text{lm}(f) \) is divisible by \( \text{lm}(g) \). Then there is no generator \( g \in G' \) such that \( \text{lm}((x_j - 1)f) \) is divisible by \( \text{lm}((x_j - 1)g) \). Write \( f = m + h \), where \( m = \text{lt}(f) \). Then \( \text{rem}(f, G') = \text{lt}(f) + \text{rem}(f - \text{lt}(f), G') = m + \text{rem}(h, G') \). Moreover, \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)f, G) = \text{lt}((x_j - 1)f) + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)f - \text{lt}((x_j - 1)f), G) = x_jm + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h - m, G) \).

First, suppose that the leading term of \((x_j - 1)h - m \) is \(-m \). Thus \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h - m, G) = -m + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h - m - (-m), G) = -m + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h, G) \). We may assume that the assertion holds for all polynomials \( f' \) with \( f' < f \). But \( h < f \) and thus \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h, G) = (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(h, G') \). It follows that \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)f, G) = (x_j - 1)m + (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(h, G') = (x_j - 1)[m + \text{rem}(h, G')] = (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(f, G') \), as required.

Second, assume that the leading term of \((x_j - 1)h - m \) is \( x_jm' \), where \( h = m' + h' \) and \( m' \) is the leading term of \( h \). There are two cases.

First, suppose that there exists no generator \( g \in G' \) such that \( \text{lm}(h) = m' \) is divisible by \( \text{lm}(g) \). Thus \( \text{rem}(h, G') = m' + \text{rem}(h', G') \) and there is no generator \( g \in G' \) such that \( \text{lm}((x_j - 1)h) = x_jm' \) is divisible by \( \text{lm}((x_j - 1)g) \). But \((x_j - 1)g \in G \) and thus \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h - m, G) = x_jm' + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h' - (m + m'), G) \). It follows that \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)f, G) = x_j(m + m') + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h' - (m + m'), G) \). But there is no generator \( g \in G' \) such that \( \text{lm}(g) \) divides \( m \) or \( m' \) and so there is no generator \( g \in G \) with this property. It follows that \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)f, G) = (x_j - 1)(m + m') + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h', G) \). On the other hand, \( (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(f, G') = (x_j - 1)(m + m') + (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(h', G') \). Since \( h' < f \), we obtain by induction, \( \text{rem}(h', G') = \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h', G) \) and thus \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)f, G) = (x_j - 1)(m + m') + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h', G) \), as required.
Second, assume that there is a generator \( g \in G' \) such that \( \text{Im}(h) = m' \) is divisible by \( \text{Im}(g) \). Then \( \text{rem}(f, G') = m + \text{rem}(h, G') = m + \text{rem}(h - g'g, G') \) for some \( g' \in A \) and \( \text{Im}((x_j - 1)h) = x_jm' \) is divisible by \( \text{Im}((x_j - 1)g) \). But \((x_j - 1)g \in G\) and thus \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h, G) = \text{rem}((x_j - 1)(h - g'g)), G) = (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(h - g'g, G') \), where the last equation follows by induction, since \( h - g'g < h \). Now \( \text{rem}((x_j - 1)f, G) = mx_j + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)h - m, G) = mx_j + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)(h - g'g) - m, G) \). But by hypothesis, there is no generator \( g \in G' \) such that \( \text{Im}(g) \) divides \( m \) and \( \text{Im}(g) \) with this property. Thus the last term becomes \((x_j - 1)m + \text{rem}((x_j - 1)(h - g'g), G)\). Since \( h - g'g < h \), we obtain by induction the term \((x_j - 1)m + (x_j - 1)\text{rem}((h - g'g), G')\), which equals \((x_j - 1)\text{rem}(f, G')\), as claimed.

4.2.3 Lemma Let \( S \) be a nonempty subset of \( \mathbb{N}_0^n \setminus \{0\} \). For each polynomial \( f \in I(S), \text{rem}(f, G') = 0 \) implies \( \text{rem}(f, G) = 0 \).

Proof: Let \( f \in I(S) \) such that \( \text{rem}(f, G') = 0 \). First, suppose there is a generator \( g' \in G' \) such that \( \text{Im}(f) \) is divisible by \( \text{Im}(g') \). Since \( f \in I(S) \), we have that \( \text{Im}(f) \) is divisible by \( \text{Im}((x_j - 1)g') \) for some \( 1 \leq j \leq n \). But \( g = (x_j - 1)g' \) lies in \( G \) and thus \( \text{rem}(f, G) = \text{rem}(f - h'g, G) = \text{rem}(f - [h'(x_j - 1)]g', G') = \text{rem}(f, G') \) for some polynomial \( h' \in \mathbb{K}[x] \).

Second, assume that there is no generator \( g' \in G' \) such that \( \text{Im}(g') \) divides \( \text{Im}(f) \). Then there is no generator \( g \in G \) such that \( \text{Im}(g) \) divides \( \text{Im}(f) \). Thus we obtain \( \text{rem}(f, G') = \text{lt}(f) + \text{rem}(f - \text{lt}(f), G') = \text{rem}(f, G) \).

Therefore, we can mimic the division of \( f \) with respect to \( G \) by the division of \( f \) with respect to \( G' \).

Now we are able to prove our main theorem, based on these lemmas, using induction.

Proof: Let \( S \) be a subset of \( \mathbb{N}_0^n \). First we prove that \( G \) provides a generating set of the ideal \( I = I(S) \). Indeed, let \( a \in S \). Assume that \( b \in M \) is a minimal element such that \( b \leq a \). Then \( a = b + c \) for some \( c \in \mathbb{N}_0^n \) and thus \( \eta(a) = \eta(b) \cdot \eta(c) \). Thus the claim follows.

In order to show that the ideal \( I \) is finitely generated, we refer to Dickson’s Lemma [18], which implies that there is a finite set of vectors \( s^{(1)}, \ldots, s^{(r)} \in S \) such that

\[
S \subseteq (s^{(1)} + \mathbb{N}_0^n) \cup \ldots \cup (s^{(r)} + \mathbb{N}_0^n).
\]
For each element \( s \in s^{(i)} + \mathbb{N}_0^n, 1 \leq i \leq r \), there is some \( t \in \mathbb{N}_0^n \) such that \( s = s^{(i)} + t \). Thus \( s^{(i)} \leq s \) and hence the set of minimal elements of \( S \) is contained in the set \( \{s^{(1)}, \ldots, s^{(r)}\} \). The claim follows.

For proving that \( G \) is a Groebner basis for \( I = I(S) \). We need to show that \( \text{rem}(S(g, h), G) = 0 \) for all polynomials \( g, h \in G \). First, take a nonempty subset \( S \subseteq \mathbb{N}_0^n \) such that \( 0 \in S \). Then \( I(S) = \mathbb{K}[x], M(S) = \{0\} \) and \( G = \{1\} \) is a Groebner basis for \( \mathbb{K}[x] \).

Second, let \( S \) be a nonempty subset of \( \mathbb{N}_0^n \setminus \{0\} \). Let \( a, b \in M(S) \) such that the generators \( \eta(a) \) and \( \eta(b) \) have a common factor \( x_j - 1, 1 \leq j \leq n \). By considering the set \( S' \), there exist \( a', b' \in M(S') \) such that \( \eta(a') = (x_j - 1)\eta(a') \) and \( \eta(b') = (x_j - 1)\eta(b') \). By induction, we may assume that \( G' \) is a Groebner basis for \( I(S') \). We have \( S(\eta(a), \eta(b)) = (x_j - 1)S(\eta(a'), \eta(b')) \). Thus by Lemma 4.2.2, \( \text{rem}(S(\eta(a), \eta(b)), G) = (x_j - 1)\text{rem}(S(\eta(a'), \eta(b')), G') \). By induction, we have \( \text{rem}(S(\eta(a'), \eta(b')), G') = 0 \) and hence the assertion follows.

Let \( a, b \in M(S) \) such that the generators \( \eta(a) \) and \( \eta(b) \) have no common factor. Assume that \( a_u > 0, a_{u+1} = \ldots = a_u = 0, b_1 = \ldots = b_{v-1} = 0, \) and \( b_v > 0 \), where \( 1 \leq u < v \leq n \). By considering the set \( S' \), the elements \( a' = (a_1, \ldots, a_u - 1, 0, \ldots, 0) \) and \( b' = (0, \ldots, 0, b_v - 1, \ldots, b_n) \) belong to the set \( M' = M(S') \) of minimal elements of \( S' \). We have

\[
S(\eta(a), \eta(b)) = g_u g_v S(\eta(a'), \eta(b')) + \prod_{i=1}^u g_i^{a_i} \cdot \eta(a') - \prod_{i=v}^n g_i^{b_i} \cdot \eta(a').
\]

This polynomial lies in \( I(S) \). Moreover, by induction, the polynomial on the right hand side reduces to zero modulo \( G' \). Thus, by Lemma 4.2.3, the polynomial reduces to zero modulo \( G \). The claim follows.

We proceed by proving that the Groebner basis \( G \) for \( I \) is minimal. Indeed, the elements of \( G \) are monic. Moreover, let \( \eta(a) \) and \( \eta(b) \) be distinct elements of \( G \). If the leading term \( bx^a \) of \( \eta(a) \) would be a divisor of the leading term \( x^b \) of \( \eta(b) \), then \( a \leq b \) contradicting that \( a \) and \( b \) lie in \( M \) and thus are \( \leq \)-incompatible. Hence \( G \) is minimal.

By construction the minimal Groebner basis \( G \) for \( I \) is reduced. To see this, let \( \eta(a) \) and \( \eta(b) \) be distinct elements of \( G \). Each monomial in the support of \( \eta(a) \) is of the form \( x^c \) such that \( c \leq a \). If the leading term \( x^b \) of \( \eta(b) \) would divide \( x^c \) then \( b \leq c \). But then \( b \leq a \) contradicting that \( a \) and \( b \) are \( \leq \)-incompatible. The claim follows.
We end this section by giving an application of the above theorem. The reduced Groebner basis in this example is constructed by considering only the minimal elements belonging to the set $S$.

4.2.4 Example  Let $p = 7$ and $n = 2$. Define $S = \{(a_1, a_2) \mid (a_1 + 1)(a_2 + 1) \geq 14\}$. The ideal $I$ has the reduced Groebner basis

$$\{\eta(13, 0), \eta(6, 1), \eta(4, 2), \eta(3, 3), \eta(2, 4), \eta(1, 6), \eta(0, 13)\}.$$  

4.3 Encoding Linear Codes using Groebner Bases

In the previous chapter natural generalization of 1-dimensional cyclic codes to $n$-dimensional cyclic codes was discussed. Groebner bases play a pivotal role in describing this connection. This section elaborates the encoding procedure for cyclic codes described in [19].

Consider the quotient ring $R$ of the commutative polynomial ring $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ of the form

$$R = \mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]/\langle x_1^{p^k} - 1, \ldots, x_n^{p^k} - 1 \rangle.$$  

As an $\mathbb{F}_p$-algebra, $R$ is isomorphic to the group algebra $\mathbb{F}_p G$ of an elementary abelian $p$-group $G$ of order $p^n$. As an $\mathbb{F}_p$-vector space, $R$ is isomorphic to the space $\mathbb{F}_p^m$.

It is clear that $H = \{x_1^{p^k} - 1, \ldots, x_n^{p^k} - 1\}$ is a Groebner basis for the ideal it generates, with respect to all monomial orders, since all leading monomials of the generators are relatively prime, hence the S-polynomial goes to zero for any two generators, which proves that $H$ is indeed a Groebner basis. Therefore standard representatives for the elements of $R$ can be computed by applying the division algorithm in $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ and computing remainders with respect to $H$. In this way, representatives of all elements of $R$ are given by the polynomials whose degree in $x_i$ is at most $p^k - 1$, $1 \leq i \leq n$. These polynomials are called standard forms of the elements in $R$. Next, a linear code is described in terms of an ideal in the quotient ring. Let $I = \langle f_1, \ldots, f_m \rangle$ be an ideal in the polynomial ring $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$. Consider the associated ideal $C$ in the quotient ring $R$ that is generated by the residue classes of
the elements of $I$. A generating set for this ideal is given by $\{[f_1], \ldots, [f_m]\}$, where $[f]$ denotes the coset $f + I$ in $R$.

The ideal $J$ corresponding to $C$ in the polynomial ring $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ is given as

$$J = \langle f_1, \ldots, f_m \rangle + \langle x_1^{p} - 1, \ldots, x_n^{p} - 1 \rangle.$$  \hfill (4.6)

The code $C$ equals $J/\langle x_1^{p} - 1, \ldots, x_n^{p} - 1 \rangle$ and thus by the Standard Isomorphism Theorems there is an $\mathbb{F}_p$-algebra isomorphism

$$R/C \cong \mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]/J.$$  \hfill (4.7)

The ideal $C$ can be viewed as a linear code in the ambient space $R$. For this, the space $R$ is represented by the set of polynomials in standard form. An $\mathbb{F}_p$-basis of $R$ is given by all monomials in standard form; that is, all monomials in which each $x_i$ appears to a power of at most $p - 1$, $1 \leq i \leq p - 1$. The ambient space $R$ has the dimension $p^n$ and so, by definition, the code $C$ has the length $p^n$. The codewords in $C$ are represented in standard form and thus each codeword is a linear combination of monomials in standard form. The Hamming weight of each codeword is measured according to the number of involved monomials in standard form.

Fix a term ordering on $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$. Let $G$ be a Groebner basis for the ideal $J$. A Groebner basis for $J$ enables us to determine whether an element of $R$ is a codeword or not (using ideal-membership concept).

**4.3.1 Proposition** An element of the ambient space $R$ represented in standard form is a codeword if and only if its remainder on division by $G$ is zero.

*Proof:* The division of an element $f$ in standard form by the Groebner basis for $J$ yields a unique remainder (in standard form). By Eq. (4.7), this remainder is zero if and only if $f$ lies in the code $C$. \hfill $\blacksquare$

The following proposition gives the parameters of the considered code.

**4.3.2 Proposition** The linear code $C$ is a $[p^n, k]$-code over $\mathbb{F}_p$ where the dimension $k$ is given by the number of non-standard monomials for $J$. 
4. Variants of Reed Muller Codes

Proof: Each element of $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ can be divided by the Groebner basis $G$ of $J$ such that the remainder is a linear combination of standard monomials. These monomials are linearly independent in $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]/J$ and form an $\mathbb{F}_p$-basis of $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]/J$. Thus by Eq. (4.7), the dimension of the $\mathbb{F}_p$-vector space $R/C$ is the number of standard monomials for $J$. But the dimension of the linear code $C$ equals the difference $\dim R - \dim R/C$ and is thus given by the number of non-standard monomials for $J$. 

It follows that the information positions of the linear code $C$ are the coefficients of the non-standard monomials for $J$, while the parity check positions are the coefficients of the standard monomials for $J$.

The extra structure of the linear code $C$ given by a reduced Groebner basis for the ideal $J$ provides a compact encoding function. The following encoding procedure was stated in [18].

4.3.3 Proposition If $w$ is an information word given as an $\mathbb{F}_p$-linear combination of non-standard monomials for $J$, then $w - \text{rem}(w, G)$ is a codeword in $C$.

Proof: The polynomials $w$ and $\text{rem}(w, G)$ are in standard form. The difference $w - \text{rem}(w, G)$ lies in $J$. As this difference is in standard form it belongs to the code $C$. 

4.4 Variants of Primitive Reed-Muller Codes

This section is a straightforward application of the results given in the last two sections. Consider the ideal $J(S)$ in the polynomial ring $\mathbb{F}_p[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ given as

$$J(S) = I(S) + \langle x_1^{p^a} - 1, \ldots, x_n^{p^a} - 1 \rangle$$

and the corresponding code $C(S)$ defined as $J(S)/\langle x_1^{p^a} - 1, \ldots, x_n^{p^a} - 1 \rangle$.

Let $P = \{0, 1, \ldots, p - 1\}$. If we put $S' = S \cap P^n$, then we have $J(S') = J(S)$ and thus $C(S') = C(S)$. Let $M' = M(S')$ be the set of all $n$-tuples $a \in S'$ that are minimal with respect to the component-wise natural $\leq$-ordering. In the following, we assume that $S'$ is nonempty. By Theorem 4.2.1, we obtain the following result.
4.4. Variants of Primitive Reed-Muller Codes

4.4.1 Corollary The set \( G = \{ \eta(a) : a \in M' \} \) forms a reduced Groebner basis for the ideal \( J(S') \) and the corresponding ideal of leading terms equals \( \langle \{x^a : a \in M' \} \rangle \).

The main properties of the linear code \( C(S') \) are summarized as follows.

4.4.2 Theorem The linear code \( C(S') \) is a \([p^n, k, d]\) code over \( \mathbb{F}_p \), where the dimension \( k \) is the number of generators \( \eta(a) \) for which there is an element \( m \in M' \) such that \( m \leq a \), and minimum distance \( d \) is given by the minimum Hamming weight of the generators \( \eta(m) \), where \( m \in M' \). The information positions of the code \( C(S') \) are the coefficients of the monomials in the set \( \{ x^a : \exists m \in M' : m \leq a \} \).

Proof: First, the set \( B = \{ \eta(a) : a \in P^n \} \) is linearly independent \([5, 13]\). By definition, each codeword \( c \) in \( C(S') \) can be written according to the Groebner basis as follows,

\[
c = \sum_{a \in M'} f_a \eta(a),
\]

where \( f_a \) is a polynomial in \( R \) given in standard form. But each variable \( x_i \) can be written as \( x_i = (x_i - 1) + 1, 1 \leq i \leq n \). Thus each monomial \( x^a \) is given as a linear combination of elements of the form \( \eta(b) \), where \( b \in P^n \). But \( \eta(a) \eta(b) = \eta(a + b) \) and thus the codeword \( c \) can be written as a linear combination of elements \( \eta(a) \), where \( a \in S' \). The result on the dimension follows.

Second, the code \( C \) is visible in the sense that the minimum distance equals the minimum Hamming weight of its generators \( \eta(a) \), where \( a \in S' \) \([5, 13, 59]\). But for each generator \( \eta(a) \) with \( a \in S' \) there is a generator \( \eta(m) \) with \( m \in M' \) such that \( m \leq a \); that is, \( \eta(a) \) is divisible by \( \eta(m) \). Thus the minimum Hamming weight is attained by some generator \( \eta(m) \) with the property that \( m \in M' \).

Finally, the information positions of the code \( C(S') \) are given by the non-standard monomials, which by definition correspond to the monomials in the ideal of leading terms. But by Corollary 4.4.1, this ideal is generated by the monomials \( x^a \), \( a \in M' \), and thus the result follows.

This considered class of codes contains the primitive Reed Muller codes. To see this, put \( N = n(p - 1) \) and consider the set \( S_l = \{ a \in P^n \mid \sum_{i=1}^n a_i \geq l \}, 0 \leq l \leq N \). The associated code \( C(S_l) \) is called primitive Reed-Muller code of order \( N - l \). For instance, the code \( C(S_0) \) is the full code \( R \), the code \( C(S_1) \) equals the radical
of $R$, and the code $C(S_N)$ is the constant-weight code [5, 13]. The corresponding set of minimal elements is $M(S_l) = \{a \in P^n : \sum_{i=1}^n a_i = l\}, 0 \leq l \leq N$. By Corollary 4.4.1, the set $G_l = \{\eta(a) | \sum_{i=1}^n a_i = l\}$ is a reduced Groebner basis for the ideal $J(S_l), 0 \leq l \leq N$.

Let $P = \{0, 1, \ldots, p-1\}$. The set $P^n$ forms a lattice with the component-wise natural $\leq$-order. Denote by $1 = (p-1, \ldots, p-1)$ the largest element in $P^n$. Let $a$ and $b$ be elements in $P^n$. We have

$$\eta(a) \cdot \eta(b) = \begin{cases} \eta(a + b), & a + b \leq 1, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \quad \text{(4.8)}$$

Putting $\bar{a} = (p-a_1^{-1}, \ldots, p-a_n^{-1})$, we obtain

$$\eta(a) \cdot \eta(\bar{a}) = \eta(1).$$

### 4.4.3 Proposition
The dual code of $C$ generated as an ideal by $\{\eta(a) : a \in M'\}$ is generated as an ideal by the set

$$\{\eta(b) : b \notin \bar{a} \text{ for all } a \in M'\}.$$  

**Proof:** It is known that each linear code $C$ given as an ideal in the group algebra $KG$ has the dual code $C^\perp = \mathcal{L}(C)$, where $\mathcal{L}(C) = \{a \in KG : ac = 0\}$ is the left annihilator of $C$ in $KG$, and the mapping $g \mapsto g^\prime$, where $g^\prime \in G$ and $g^\prime = g^{-1}$, linearly extends to an anti-algebra automorphism of $KG$.

By Eq. (4.8), the left annihilator of $C$ is generated by all elements $\eta(b)$ for which $a + b \notin 1$ for all $a \in M'$; equivalently, $b \notin 1 - a = \bar{a}$ for all $a \in M'$.

### 4.5 Variants of Primitive Reed-Muller Codes with Designated Distance

The studied class of codes contains another interesting family of codes. The codes in this class have a designated minimum distance like the well-known BCH codes [42]. To see this, put $N = p^n$ and take the set $T_\delta = \{a \in P^n : \prod_{i=1}^n (a_i + 1) \geq \delta\}, 0 \leq \delta \leq N$. 


4.5. Variants of Primitive Reed-Muller Codes with Designated Distance

4.5.1 Theorem  The linear code $C(T_\delta)$ over $\mathbb{F}_p$ has the length $p^n$ and the minimum distance $\geq \delta$, with equality if there is an element $a \in T_\delta$ such that $\prod_{i=1}^{n}(a_i+1) = \delta$. For each primitive Reed-Muller code $C(S_l)$ over $\mathbb{F}_p$ of length $p^n$ there exists a linear code $C(T_\delta)$ of the same length and minimum distance such that

$$\dim C(S_l) \leq \dim C(T_\delta).$$

In particular, the family of binary codes $C(T_\delta)$, $0 \leq \delta \leq N$, coincides with the family of binary Reed-Muller codes.

Proof: The first assertion is clear from the proof of Theorem 4.4.2. In view of the second assertion, take a $[p^n, k, d]$ code $C(S_l)$ over $\mathbb{F}_p$. This code has the $\mathbb{F}_p$-basis $\{\eta(a) : \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i \geq l\}$. Each basis element $\eta(a)$ has the Hamming weight $\prod_{i=1}^{n}(a_i+1) \geq d$ and thus each basis element $\eta(a)$ lies in the linear code $C(T_\delta)$. Hence, we have $\dim C(S_l) \leq \dim C(T_\delta)$. Moreover, since the code is visible, at least one of the basis elements $\eta(a)$ attains the minimum distance $d$. It follows that the code $C(T_\delta)$ has minimum distance $d$, too.

Finally, in the binary case, the term $\prod_{i=1}^{n}(a_i+1)$ is a power of 2, where $0 \leq a_1, \ldots, a_n \leq 1$. But we have $\prod_{i=1}^{n}(a_i+1) = 2^l$ if and only if $\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i = l$. It follows that the linear code $C(T_{2^l})$ coincides with the binary Reed-Muller code $C(S_l)$. More generally, the linear code $C(T_\delta)$, $2^{l-1} < \delta \leq 2^l$, equals the binary Reed-Muller code $C(S_l)$.

The linear code $C(T_\delta)$ is called a primitive Reed-Muller code with designated distance $\delta$. Examples show that the designed distance may be smaller than the minimum distance of the code; e.g., the primitive ternary Reed-Muller code $C(T_7)$ of length 27 has minimum distance 8 (Table 7.2). The primitive Reed-Muller codes with designated distances are compared with the original primitive Reed-Muller codes for short lengths over small fields in the Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. The last Theorem shows that the family of primitive Reed-Muller codes with designed distances is superior to the family of primitive Reed-Muller codes.

The primitive Reed-Muller code $C(T_{13})$ over $\mathbb{F}_7$ with designed distance $\delta = 13$ is a $[49, 24, 14]$ code. On the other hand, the subset $S_7 = \{(a_1, a_2) : a_1 + a_2 \geq 7\}$ of $\mathbb{N}_0^2$ provides the primitive Reed-Muller code $C(S_7)$ over $\mathbb{F}_7$, which is a $[49, 21, 14]$ code (Table 7.1).
Chapter 5

Linear Codes as Binomial Ideals

5.1 Introduction

Binomial ideals are ideals generated by polynomials with at most two terms. Eisenbud and Strumfels [23] in their monumental paper on binomial ideals showed that the radical, associated primes and isolated primary components of a binomial ideal are again binomial. The main advantage of studying these ideals is that their structure can be interpreted directly from their generators. Another special class of polynomial ideals are toric ideals. Toric ideals are prime ideals with a generating set of binomials. This chapter basically relates a linear code over a prime field with a binomial ideal given as a sum of a toric ideal and a non-prime ideal. Encoding procedure for a linear code has been described by constructing the Groebner basis for the corresponding ideal. Moreover, minimal generators and affine variety are also described for the binomial ideal.

5.2 Groebner Basis of the Ideal $I_{A,P}$

Recall that a binomial in a polynomial ring $\mathbb{K}[x]$ is a difference of two monomials, say $x^u - x^v$, where $u, v \in \mathbb{N}_0^n$. The special form of their generators makes it possible to tackle problems like computations of Groebner bases and primary decompositions in much easier way and helps in generating effective algorithms for better understanding of the structure. Some elementary facts about binomial
ideals are given in the following proposition.

5.2.1 Proposition Let $>$ be a term order on $\mathbb{K}[x]$ and let $I \subseteq \mathbb{K}[x]$ be a binomial ideal

- The reduced Groebner basis $G$ of $I$ with respect to $>$ consists of binomials.
- The elimination ideal $I \cap \mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_r]$ is a binomial ideal for every $r \leq n$.

Let $A$ be a $d \times n$ matrix with non-negative entries, the toric ideal associated to $A$ is

$$I_A = \langle x^\alpha - x^\gamma : Au = Av, u, v \in \mathbb{N}_0^n \rangle. \quad (5.1)$$

The zero set of $I_A$ in affine $n$-space is called the affine toric variety defined by $I_A$ [26]. If all columns of $A$ have the same coordinate sum, then the ideal $I_A$ is homogeneous and defines a projective toric variety. The following proposition describes the form of generators for the $\ell$th power of a toric ideal.

5.2.2 Proposition Let $\mathbb{K}$ be a field and let $A$ be a matrix in $\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}^{m \times n}$. The toric ideal $I_A$ in $\mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ is generated by pure binomials,

$$I_A = \langle x^{\alpha^+} - x^{\alpha^-} \mid A\alpha^+ = A\alpha^-, \gcd(x^{\alpha^+}, x^{\alpha^-}) = 1 \rangle. \quad (5.2)$$

Let $\ell \geq 1$ be an integer. The $\ell$th power of $I_A$ is generated by elements of the form

$$\sum_{i=0}^{2\ell-1-1} (-1)^i(x^{\alpha^+} - x^{\alpha^-}), \quad (5.3)$$

where $\alpha_i \in \mathbb{N}_0^n, 0 \leq i \leq 2\ell-1-1, A\alpha_i^+ = A\alpha_i^-, 0 \leq i \leq 2\ell-1-1$, and the $\gcd$ of all $x^{\alpha^+_i}, x^{\alpha^-_i}$ is $I$.

Proof: By Proposition 1.5.2, the assertion holds for the ideal $I_A$. Suppose the $\ell$th power of $I_A$ has a generating set given by (5.3), and let $x^\beta - x^\gamma$ be a generator of $I_A$, i.e., $A\beta = A\gamma$ and $\gcd(x^\beta, x^\gamma) = 1$. Then we have

$$\left(\sum_{i=0}^{2\ell-1} (-1)^i x^{\alpha_i}\right)(x^\beta - x^\gamma) = \sum_{i=0}^{2\ell-1} (-1)^i (x^{\alpha_i + \beta} - x^{\alpha_i + \gamma}),$$
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where the last sum can be written as

$$
\left( \sum_{i \text{ even}} \left( x^{\alpha_i + \beta} - x^{\alpha_i + \gamma} \right) \right) + \left( \sum_{i \text{ odd}} (-1)^i \left( x^{\alpha_i + \beta} - x^{\alpha_i + \gamma} \right) \right)
$$

$$
= \left( \sum_{i=0}^{2^f-1} \left( x^{\alpha_{2i} + \beta} - x^{\alpha_{2i} + \gamma} \right) \right) + \left( \sum_{i=0}^{2^f-1} \left( x^{\alpha_{2i+1} + \gamma} - x^{\alpha_{2i+1} + \beta} \right) \right).
$$

If we put $\alpha_{2i} = \alpha_{2i} + \beta$, $\alpha_{2i+1} = \alpha_{2i+1} + \gamma$, $\alpha_{4i+2} = \alpha_{4i+2} + \gamma$, and $\alpha_{4i+3} = \alpha_{4i+3} + \beta$, $0 \leq i \leq 2^f-1$, then we obtain the expression $\sum_{i=0}^{2^f-1} (-1)^i x^{\alpha_i'}$. By induction, we have $A \alpha_{2i} = A \alpha_{2i+1}$, $0 \leq i \leq 2^f-1$. Moreover, $\gcd(x^{\alpha_2} - x^{\alpha_3}) = x^{\alpha_1}$, $0 \leq i \leq 2^f-1$, and thus by induction, the $\gcd$ of all $x^{\alpha_i}$ equals 1.

We associate with the toric ideal $I_A$ in $K[x]$ the binomial ideal

$$
I_{A,p} = I_A + (x_i^p - 1 | 1 \leq i \leq n).
$$

Note that this ideal is not toric, since it is not prime as the polynomials $x_i^p - 1$, $1 \leq i \leq n$, are reducible. In order to utilize the structure of toric ideals for the purpose of constructing linear codes we need to study them in context of finite fields. For that, we consider the saturation of an ideal $I$ in $K[x]$, given as

$$
\bar{I} = \{ f \in K[x] | x_i^m \cdot f \in I \text{ for some } m \text{ and all } i \}.
$$

Clearly, $\bar{I}$ is an ideal and we have $I \subseteq \bar{I}$ and $\bar{I} \subseteq \bar{I}$. Moreover, for any ideals $I$ and $J$ in $K[x]$, $\bar{I} + J = \bar{I} + J$. For instance, if $I = \langle f \cdot x_1, \ldots, f \cdot x_n \rangle$, then $\bar{I} = \langle f \rangle$. The following proposition establishes an equality between a general toric ideal and the toric ideal defined over a field.

5.2.3 Proposition Let $K$ be a field, let $p$ be a prime, and let $A$ be a $d \times n$ matrix with non-negative integral entries. The ideal $I_{A,p}$ in $K[x]$ equals the ideal

$$
I_{A,p} = \langle x^{\bar{u}} - x^{\bar{v}} | Au' \equiv Av' \mod p, u', v' \in \mathbb{Z}^n, \gcd(x^{u'}, x^{v'}) = 1 \rangle + \langle x_i^p - 1 | 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle.
$$

**Proof:** First, let $x^{u'} - x^{v'}$ be a pure binomial in $I_{A,p}$, where $u, v \in \mathbb{N}_0^n$ such that $Au = Av$. Write $u = u_1 p + u_2$ and $v = v_1 p + v_2$, where $u_1, v_1 \in \mathbb{N}_0^n$ and $u_2, v_2 \in p - 1^n$. We have

$$
x^{u'} - x^{v'} = x^{(u_1 + v_1)p} (x^{u_2} - x^{v_2}) - x^{u'} (x^{u_1 p} - 1) + x^{v'} (x^{v_1 p} - 1).
$$
Claim that the right-hand side lies in \( I_{A,p} \). Indeed, we have
\[
    x_i^p x_j^p - 1 = (x_i^p - 1)(x_j^p - 1) + (x_i^p - 1) + (x_j^p - 1), \quad 1 \leq i, j \leq n.
\]
Thus for each \( w \in \mathbb{N}_0^n \), \( x_i^w \) lies in \( \langle x_i^p - 1 \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle \) and hence in \( I_{A,p} \).
Moreover, \( Au = Av \) and \( \gcd(x^u, x^v) = 1 \) imply that \( Au_2 \equiv Av_2 \mod p \) and \( \gcd(x^{u_2}, x^{v_2}) = 1 \). This shows that \( x^u - x^v \in I_{A,p} \). The claim is proved.

Second, let \( x^{u_2} - x^{v_2} \) be a pure binomial in \( I_{A,p} \), where \( Au_2 \equiv Av_2 \mod p \) and \( u_2, v_2 \in \mathbb{N}_0^n \). By definition, there are \( u_1, v_1 \in \mathbb{N}_0^n \) such that \( u = u_1p + u_2 \), \( v = v_1p + v_2 \), and \( Au = Av \). Moreover, we have \( \gcd(x^u, x^v) = 1 \). It follows that
\[
    x^{(u_1+v_1)p}(x^{u_2} - x^{v_2}) = (x^u - x^v) + x^u(x^{v_2} - 1) - x^v(x^{u_1} - 1)
\]
lies in \( I_{A,p} \) and hence \( x^{u_2} - x^{v_2} \) belongs to the saturation of \( I_{A,p} \).

Thus we have proved that \( I_{A,p} \subseteq I_{A,p} \subseteq \overline{I_{A,p}} \). But the binomials \( x_i^p - 1, 1 \leq i \leq n \), show that all variables \( x_i \) are invertible modulo \( I_{A,p} \); i.e., if \( x_i \cdot f \in I_{A,p} \) then \( f = x_i^p \cdot f - (x_i^p - 1) \cdot f \in I_{A,p}, 1 \leq i \leq n \). This is equivalent to \( I_{A,p} = \overline{I_{A,p}} \). Hence the result follows.

5.2.4 Example Take the matrix
\[
    A = \begin{pmatrix}
        1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
        0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
        0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1
    \end{pmatrix}.
\]

The toric ideal \( I_A \) in \( \mathbb{F}_2[x] \) has the reduced Groebner basis \( \{x_1x_2 + x_4, x_1x_3 + x_5, x_1x_6 + x_2x_5, x_1x_7 + x_4x_5, x_2x_3 + x_6, x_2x_5 + x_4x_5, x_2x_7 + x_4x_6, x_3x_4 + x_7, x_3x_7 + x_5x_6, x_4x_3x_6 + x_2^2\} \). On the other hand, the ideal \( I_{A,2} \) in \( \mathbb{F}_2[x] \) has the reduced Groebner basis \( \{x_1 + x_2x_4, x_2 + x_3x_6, x_3 + x_4x_7, x_4 + x_5x_6, x_2^2 + 1, x_2^3 + 1, x_7^2 + 1\} \).

Thus we get a different set of generators when we extend a toric ideal to a non-prime ideal.

An alternative way to compute a Groebner basis for the ideal \( I_{A,p} \) is to consider a basis \( \mathcal{B} \) of the integral lattice \( \ker(A) \) in \( \mathbb{Z}^n \). Consider the subideal of \( I_A \) given as
\[
    I_B = \langle x^u - x^v \mid u \in \mathcal{B} \rangle.
\]
As \( \mathcal{B} \) is a lattice basis of \( \ker(A) \),
\[
    I_A = I_B : (x_1 \cdots x_n)^\infty.
\]
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We augment the basis $\mathcal{B}$ by vectors $p \cdot e_i$ in $\mathbb{Z}^n$, $1 \leq i \leq n$. Then we obtain

$$I_{A,p} = [I_{\mathcal{B}} + \langle x_i^p - 1 \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle] : (x_1 \cdots x_n)^\infty.$$  

But the binomials $x_i^p - 1$, $1 \leq i \leq n$, show that all variables $x_i$ are invertible modulo $I_{\mathcal{B}} + \langle x_i^p - 1 \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle$. Thus the ideal $I_{\mathcal{B}} + \langle x_i^p - 1 \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle$ is $(x_1 \cdots x_n)^\infty$-saturated and hence

$$I_{A,p} = I_{\mathcal{B}} + \langle x_i^p - 1 \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle.$$  

Let $B$ be a subset of $\mathbb{Z}^n$. Consider the ideal $I(B) = \langle x^\beta - x^\gamma \mid \beta \in B \rangle$ in $\mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$. If $B$ generates the kernel of $A$ as a $\mathbb{Z}$-module, the ideal $I(B)$ is a lattice ideal associated to the kernel of $A$.

Here are some familiar examples of toric varieties.

5.2.5 Example [27] Let $r$ and $s$ be positive integers. Define the $(r+s) \times rs$ matrix

$$A_{r,s} = \begin{pmatrix}
1_r \otimes I_s \\
I_r \otimes 1_s
\end{pmatrix}$$

$$= \begin{pmatrix}
1 & \cdots & 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & 1 & \cdots & 1 & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & 1 & \cdots & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix},$$

where $1_r$ is the all-one vector of length $r$, $I_r$ is the $r \times r$ identity matrix, and $\otimes$ denotes the Kronecker product. Let $\mathbb{K}[x]$ be the polynomial ring in the indeterminates $x_{ij}$, $1 \leq i \leq r$, $1 \leq j \leq s$, and let $\mathbb{K}[y,z]$ be the polynomial ring in the indeterminates $y_1, \ldots, y_r, z_1, \ldots, z_s$. The matrix $A_{r,s}$ gives rise to the $\mathbb{K}$-algebra homomorphism

$$\phi : \mathbb{K}[x] \rightarrow \mathbb{K}[y,z] : x_{ij} \mapsto y_i z_j.$$  

The reduced Groebner basis for the toric ideal $I_{A_{r,s}}$ is given by the $2 \times 2$ minors of the $r \times s$ matrix of indeterminates $(x_{ij})$; that is,

$$G_{r,s} = \{ x_{il} x_{jk} - x_{ik} x_{jl} \mid 1 \leq i < j \leq r, 1 \leq k < l \leq s \}.$$
Consider the projective spaces \( \mathbb{P}^{r-1} \) with homogeneous coordinates \( y_1, \ldots, y_r \), \( \mathbb{P}^{s-1} \) with homogeneous coordinates \( z_1, \ldots, z_s \), and \( \mathbb{P}^{rs-1} \) with homogeneous coordinates \( x_{ij}, 1 \leq i \leq r, 1 \leq j \leq s \). The morphism corresponding to the \( \mathbb{K} \)-algebra homomorphism is the Segre embedding given by \( \phi^* : \mathbb{P}^{r-1} \times \mathbb{P}^{s-1} \to \mathbb{P}^{rs-1} \) given by \( x_{ij} = y_i z_j \).

### 5.2.6 Example [56]
Let \( r \) and \( s \) be positive integers with \( r \leq s \). Consider the polynomial ring \( \mathbb{K}[y] \) whose indeterminates are given by an \( r \times s \) matrix \((y_{ij})\). We associate a new variable \([i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_r]\) to the \( r \times r \) minor of the matrix \((y_{ij})\) that is given by the column indices \( 1 \leq i_1 < i_2 < \cdots < i_r \leq s \) and consider these \( \binom{s}{r} \) brackets as the indeterminates of the polynomial ring \( \mathbb{K}[y] \). The toric ideal \( I_{A_{rs}} \) is the kernel of the map

\[
\phi : \mathbb{K}[x] \to \mathbb{K}[y] : [i_1 \ldots i_r] \mapsto y_{i_1} \cdots y_{i_r}.
\]

The associated matrix \( A_{rs} \) is an \( s \times \binom{s}{r} \) matrix whose columns are all vectors of length \( s \) with \( r \) 1’s and \( s-r \) 0’s.

The associated projective toric variety can be obtained from the \((r, s)\) Grassmann variety by a toric deformation, where the \((r, s)\) Grassmann variety is the projective subscheme given by the subalgebra of \( \mathbb{K}[y] \) generated by the \( r \times r \) minors.

### 5.2.7 Example [27]
Let \( r \) and \( s \) be positive integers with \( r \leq s \). Consider the matrix \( A_{rs} \) whose columns are indexed by all non-negative integral vectors \((a_1, \ldots, a_r)\) whose entries sum up to \( s \); this matrix has \( r \) rows and \( n = \binom{r+s-1}{r-1} \) columns. For instance, we have

\[
A_{2,3} = \begin{pmatrix}
 3 & 2 & 1 & 0 \\
 0 & 1 & 2 & 3
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Let \( \mathbb{K}[x] \) be the polynomial ring in the indeterminates \( x_{a_1,\ldots,a_r} \) indexed by the columns of \( A_{rs} \). The matrix \( A_{rs} \) provides the \( \mathbb{K} \)-algebra homomorphism

\[
\phi : \mathbb{K}[x] \to \mathbb{K}[y_1, \ldots, y_r] : x_{a_1,\ldots,a_r} \mapsto y_1^{a_1} \cdots y_r^{a_r}.
\]

The morphism associated to this \( \mathbb{K} \)-algebra homomorphism is the \( r \)th Veronese embedding \( \phi^* : \mathbb{P}^{r-1} \to \mathbb{P}^{s-1} \) given by \((x_1 : \cdots : x_r) \mapsto (f_1, \ldots, f_n)\), where \( f_1, \ldots, f_n \) are the monomials in \( \mathbb{K}[y_1, \ldots, y_r] \) of degree \( s \).
5.3 Ideal Bases

Let $C$ be a linear code of length $n$ and dimension $k$ over $\mathbb{F}_p$. Define the ideal associated with $C$ as

$$I_C = \langle x^u - x^v : u - v \in C \rangle + \langle x^p_i - 1 : 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle,$$

where each vector $u \in \mathbb{F}_p^n$ is considered as integral vector in the monomial $x^u$. For the binary case, the ideal $I_C$ was defined in [7]. If $H$ denotes a parity check matrix of $C$, then the condition $u - v \in C$ is equivalent to $Hu = Hv$. Thus by Proposition 5.2.3, we obtain

$$I_C = I_A + \langle x^p_i - 1 : 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle,$$

where $A$ is an integral $(n-k) \times n$ matrix such that $H = A \otimes Z \mathbb{F}_p$. Our approach here is to construct a Groebner basis corresponding to this ideal, which is associated to the structure of a linear code. The computation of a Groebner basis for the ideal $I_C$ has some advantages in this case. First, there is no coefficient growth since the coefficient field is $\mathbb{F}_p$. Second, the maximal degree of monomials appearing in the computation is restricted by the binomials $x^p_i - 1, 1 \leq i \leq n$.

Each codeword $u \in C$ can be written as $u = u^+ - u^-$, where $u^+$ and $u^-$ are elements of $\mathbb{F}_p^n$ that have disjoint support. Since $Hu = 0$, it follows that $Hu^+ = Hu^-$ and so the binomial $x^{u^+} - x^{u^-}$ lies in $I_C$. An important fact here is that the decomposition $u = u^+ - u^-$ is not unique. In fact, if $x^j_i y - Z \in I_{A,p}$ is a binomial, where $1 \leq i \leq n$ and $1 \leq j \leq p - 1$, then

$$y - x^{p-j}_i Z = x^{p-j}_i (x^j_i y - Z) - y(x^p_i - 1) \in I_{A,p}.$$

We frequently switch back and forth between codewords $u$ in $C$ and associated binomials $x^{u^+} - x^{u^-}$ in $I_C$.

Each toric ideal has two special generating sets, the Graver basis and the universal Groebner basis [56, 41, 60]. Apart from some special toric ideals, these two bases rarely coincide.

5.3.1 Definition The universal Groebner basis $U_C$ is the union of all reduced Groebner bases $G$ for the toric ideal $I_C$ as $\succ$ runs over all term orders. Since any ideal has only finitely many distinct initial ideals, the set $U_C$ is a finite set of binomials.
A binomial $x^u - x^v$ in $I_C$ is called primitive if there is no other binomial $x^{u'} - x^{v'}$ in $I_C$ such that $x^{u'}$ divides $x^u$ and $x^{v'}$ divides $x^v$. Primitive binomials help in identifying the minimal generators of the binomial ideal.

5.3.2 Definition The set of all primitive binomials in $I_A$ is called the Graver basis for $I_A$ and denoted by $\text{Gr}_A$.

The converse is not true. There may be primitive binomials that do not belong to $U_C$. Now to understand the structure of this ideal $I_C$, we construct its Groebner basis, Graver basis and universal basis. We will see that the results are quite similar to the case of toric ideals [56]. In general, the Graver basis provides a pretty good approximation to the universal Groebner basis.

5.3.3 Proposition The Graver basis of the ideal $I_C$ is given by the binomials $x^{p_i} - 1$, $1 \leq i \leq n$, and all pure and primitive binomials in $I_A$ of the form $x^u - x^v$, where $u \in C$.

Proof: Each primitive binomial in $I_C$ is pure since all variables $x_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$, are invertible modulo $I_C$.

Let $x^u - x^v$ be a pure binomial in $I_C$. Write $v^+ = v_1 p + u^+$ and $v^- = v_2 p + u^-$, where $v_1, v_2 \in \mathbb{N}_0$ and $u^+, u^- \in p - 1^n$. If $u^+ = 0 = u^-$ then $x^{v^+} - x^{v^-}$ is divisible by some $x_i^{p_i} - 1$, $1 \leq i \leq n$. Otherwise, $x^{u^+}$ divides $x^{v^+}$ and $x^{u^-}$ divides $x^{v^-}$. But by Proposition 5.2.3, $x^{u^+} - x^{u^-}$ lies in $I_C$ and so $u \in C$. The result follows.

5.3.4 Proposition Each binomial in the universal Groebner basis of $I_C$ is primitive.

5.3.5 Proposition For every term order $>$, the reduced Groebner basis $G$ of $I_C$ consists of pure and primitive binomials of the form $x_i^{p_i} - 1$, $1 \leq i \leq n$, and $x^{u^+} - x^{u^-}$, where $u \in C$.

Proof: Claim that $G$ consists of pure binomials. Indeed, by Proposition 5.2.3, the ideal $I_C$ is generated by a finite set of binomials. Apply the Buchberger algorithm to this set. In each step, the new polynomials produced are binomials, too. Thus the resulting Groebner basis consists of binomials. These binomials are pure,
since the variables $x_i$ are invertible modulo $I_C$, $1 \leq i \leq n$. Claim that each binomial $x^{u^+} - x^{u^*}$ in $G$ is primitive. Indeed, let $u^+ > u^-$. Then $x^{u^*}$ is a minimal generator in the initial ideal of $I_C$ and $x^{u^*}$ is a standard monomial. Suppose $x^{u^+} - x^{u^-}$ is not primitive. Take a vector $v$ in $C$ different from $u$ such that $x^{v^+}$ divides $x^{u^*}$ and $x^{v^-}$ divides $x^{u^-}$. If $v^+ > v^-$, then $x^{v^*}$ is not a minimal generator, a contradiction. If $v^+ > v^-$, then $x^{v^*}$ is an initial monomial and so $x^{v^*}$ is not standard, a contradiction. The result now follows from Proposition 5.3.3. 

A non-zero vector $u$ in $C$ is called a circuit if it has minimum Hamming weight and the coordinates of $u$ are relatively prime. Equivalently, a binomial $x^{u^*} - x^{u^-}$ in $I_C$ is a circuit if it is irreducible and has minimal support with respect to inclusion. Each circuit in $C$ has Hamming weight $\leq n - k + 1$ by the Singleton bound.

5.3.6 Proposition All circuits in $C$ lie in the universal Groebner basis of $I_C$.

Proof: Let $u$ be a circuit in $C$. Fix an elimination term order $>$ such that all variables $x_i$, where $u_i = 0$, are larger than the variables $x_j$, where $u_j \neq 0$, and write $u = u^+ - u^-$ such that $u^+ > u^-$. Claim that $x^{u^*} - x^{u^-}$ appears in the reduced Groebner basis $G$ of $I_C$. Indeed, let $v$ be a non-zero vector in $C$ such that $v^+ > v^-$ and $x^{v^*}$ divides $x^{u^*}$. Then supp($v^+$) $\subset$ supp($u$) and by the choice of the term order, supp($v^-$) $\subset$ supp($u$). Hence supp($v$) $\subset$ supp($u$). Since $u$ is a circuit, it follows that $v$ must be a multiple of $u$. But $x^{v^*}$ divides $x^{u^*}$ and so $u = v$.

Let $x^{u^*} - x^{u^-}$ and $x^{v^*} - x^{v^-}$ be binomials in $I_C$. We say that $u$ is conformal to $v$ if supp($u^+$) $\subset$ supp($v^*$) and supp($u^-$) $\subset$ supp($v^-$).

5.3.7 Proposition Each codeword $v$ in $C$ can be written as a linear combination of circuits each of which conformal to $v$.

Proof: Let $v$ be a codeword in $C$. If $v$ is a circuit, then we are done. If not, we can assume that the coordinates of $v$ are relatively prime and that there is a circuit $u$ in $C$ such that supp($u$) $\subset$ supp($v$). We may write $u$ and $v$ as binomials $x^{u^*} - x^{u^-}$ and $x^{v^*} - x^{v^-}$ such that $u$ is conformal to $v$. Among all non-zero coordinate ratios $v_i/u_i$ let $\lambda$ denote the minimum. Then $v - \lambda u$ is conformal to $v$ and has zero $i$th coordinate for some $1 \leq i \leq n$. By induction, the vector $v - \lambda u$ can be written as a linear combination of circuits each of which conformal to $v$. Now the identity $v = \lambda u + (v - \lambda u)$ provides the assertion.
5.3.8 Theorem In the binary case, the set of circuits in C equals the Graver basis for C.

Proof: Let \( x^v - x^w \) be an element in the Graver basis of \( I_C \). By Proposition 5.3.7, there is a circuit \( x^u - x^w \) in \( I_C \) such that \( \text{supp}(u^+) \subseteq \text{supp}(v^+) \) and \( \text{supp}(u^-) \subseteq \text{supp}(v^-) \). Since the monomials are square-free it follows that \( x^u^+ \) divides \( x^v^+ \) and \( x^u^- \) divides \( x^v^- \). But \( v \) is primitive and so \( v = u \). The reverse inclusion follows from Propositions 5.3.4 and 5.3.6.

Next we demonstrate how the Graver basis and the Groebner basis can be computed for the ideal associated to a given matrix. Let \( A \) be a \( d \times n \) matrix with non-negative entries, The Graver basis for the toric ideal \( I_A \) can be computed by Groebner basis techniques. For this, consider the enlarged matrix

\[
\Gamma(A) = \begin{pmatrix} A & I \\ I & 0 \end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( I \) is the \( n \times n \) identity matrix and 0 is the \( d \times n \) zero matrix. The matrices \( A \) and \( \Gamma(A) \) have isomorphic kernels, \( \ker(\Gamma(A)) = \{ (u, -u) : u \in \ker A \} \). The toric ideal \( I_{\Gamma(A)} \) is the homogeneous prime ideal

\[
I_{\Gamma(A)} = \langle x^u^+ y^u^+ - x^w^+ y^w^+ : uA = 0 \rangle
\]

in the polynomial ring \( K[x, y] = K[x_1, \ldots, x_n, y_1, \ldots, y_n] \). The Graver basis for \( A \) can be computed in two steps. First, choose any term order on \( K[x, y] \) and compute the reduced Groebner basis \( G \) for \( I_{\Gamma(A)} \). Second, substitute \( y_1 \to 1, \ldots, y_n \to 1 \) in \( G \). The resulting subset of \( K[x] \) is the Graver basis for \( I_A \).

5.3.9 Example Let \( k \geq 2 \) be an integer. Take the projective space \( \mathbb{P}^{k-1} \) of dimension \( k - 1 \) over the finite field \( \mathbb{F}_q \). This space consists of \( n = \frac{q^k - 1}{q - 1} \) points. Let \( H_k \) be the \( k \times n \) matrix, whose columns are given by the points of \( \mathbb{P}^{k-1} \). The \( q \)-nary linear code given by the parity check matrix \( H_k \) is an \([n, n-k, 3]\) code and is called Hamming code over \( \mathbb{F}_q \).

In particular, the \([7, 4]\) Hamming code has the parity check matrix

\[
H_{3,7} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]
A reduced Groebner basis of the binary code $I_{H_3}$ is given by

$$G = \{ x_1 + x_2 x_4, x_2 + x_3 x_6, x_3 + x_4 x_7, x_4 + x_5 x_6, x_5^2 + 1, x_6^2 + 1, x_7^2 + 1 \}.$$ 

**5.3.10 Example** Let $H_d$ be the vertex-edge incidence matrix of the complete graph $K_d$. This is a binary $d \times \binom{d}{2}$ matrix with column sums 2 and row sums $d - 1$. The corresponding toric ideal is the kernel of the map

$$\phi : K[\{x_{ij} | 1 \leq i < j \leq d\}] \rightarrow K[y_1, \ldots, y_d] : x_{ij} \mapsto y_i y_j.$$ 

The variables $x_{ij}$ are indexed by the edges in the complete graph $K_d$.

The circuits form a universal Groebner basis of $I_{H_d}$ for $d \leq 7$; the statement is not true for $d \geq 8$ [56].

The binary code given by the parity check matrix $H_d$ has length $n = \binom{d}{2}$ and dimension $k = \binom{d}{2} - d = d(d - 3)/2$. The minimum distance is $d = 3$, since any two columns of the matrix $H_d$ are linearly independent and there exist three linearly dependent columns.

**5.3.11 Example** [56] Let $A_{r,s}$ be the $s \times \binom{r}{2}$ matrix arising in the toric deformation of the $(r,s)$ Grassmann variety. The binary code with $A_{r,s}$ as parity check matrix has length $n = \binom{r}{2}$ and dimension $k = \binom{r}{2} - s$. The minimum distance is $d \leq 4$, since any three columns of the matrix $H_d$ are linearly independent and there exist four linearly dependent columns.

In particular, the toric ideal $I_{A_{2,s}}$ has the property that the set of circuits equals the universal Groebner basis [56]

$$G = \{ [i_1 j_1 i_2 j_2] \cdots [i_v j_v] - [i_2 j_1 i_3 j_2] \cdots [i_v j_1] | i_1, i_2 < j_1, i_2, i_3 < j_2, \ldots, i_v j_1 < j_v \}.$$ 

There are plenty of toric varieties [26, 34] arising naturally in combinatorics and geometry. Each of the underlying configurations $A$ gives rise to a project to examine its toric ideal $I_A$, especially its Groebner bases and the associated code.
5.4 Reduced Groebner Basis of $I_C$

Next, we provide a reduced Groebner basis to each binomial ideal associated with a linear code. The corresponding term order is rather general and only requires that any monomial containing one of the information symbols is larger than any monomial containing only parity check symbols. Moreover, it will be shown that Groebner bases for linear codes provide a very compact representation of the encoding function. The following result shows that for any term ordering the reduced Groebner basis for an ideal corresponding to a code can be constructed directly from its generator matrix.

Reconsider the ideal associated with $C$ as

$$I_C = \langle x^c - x^{c'} : c - c' \in C \rangle + \langle x_i^p - 1 \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

where each element $c \in \mathbb{F}_p^n$ is considered as an integral vector in the monomial $x^c$ [7, 49].

In the following, let $C$ be an $[n, k]$ code over $\mathbb{F}_p$ given in standard form with generator matrix $G = (I_k, A)$. Let $a_i$ denote the $i$th row of the matrix $-A$ over $\mathbb{F}_p$, $1 \leq i \leq k$.

5.4.1 Theorem Given a term order such that $x_1 > \ldots > x_n$ in $\mathbb{K}[x]$. The binomial ideal $I_C$ has the reduced Groebner basis

$$G = \{x_i - x^l \mid 1 \leq i \leq k \} \cup \{x_i^p - 1 \mid k+1 \leq i \leq n \}. \hspace{1cm} (5.5)$$

Proof: By definition, the elements of $G$ lie in the ideal $I_C$. Conversely, let $x^c - x^d$ be an element of $I_C$ with $c - d \in C$. The reduction of $x^c - x^d$ w.r.t $G$ results into another binomial $x^l - x^m$, where $l = c_1a_1 + \ldots + c_ka_k + c'$, $m = d_1a_1 + \ldots + d_ka_k + d'$, $c' = (0, \ldots, 0, c_{k+1}, \ldots, c_n)$ and $d' = (0, \ldots, 0, d_{k+1}, \ldots, d_n)$. In each step of the reduction, the resulting binomial $x^c - x^d$ satisfies $c' - d' \in C$. Note that the vectors $l$ and $m$ both have zeros at the positions 1 to $k$ and so $lH^T = mH^T$ implies that $l = m$. Thus the binomial $x^c - x^d$ is reduced by $G$ to 0.

Furthermore, the binomial $x_i^p - 1$, $1 \leq i \leq k$, is reduced by $G$ to $x^{a_i} - 1$ and this binomial in turn is reduced by $G$ to 0. It follows that $G$ is a generating set of the ideal $I_C$. Consider the S-polynomials of the elements in $G$. First, let $1 \leq i < j \leq k$. 

5.4. Reduced Groebner Basis of $I_C$

We have $S(x_i - x^a_i, x_j - x^a_j) = x_i x^a_j - x_j x^a_i$. Division into $G$ yields

\[
\text{rem}(x_i x^a_j - x_j x^a_i, G) = \\
= \text{rem}(x_i x^a_j - x_j x^a_i - x^a_i (x_i - x^a_i), G) \\
= \text{rem}(-x_j x^a_i + x^a_i x^a_j, G) \\
= \text{rem}(-x_j x^a_i + x^a_i x^a_j - (-x^a_i)(x_j - x^a_j), G) \\
= \text{rem}(x^a_i x^a_j - x^a_j x^a_i, G) = 0.
\]

Second, let $k+1 \leq i < j \leq n$. We have $S(x_i^p - 1, x_j^p - 1) = x_i^p - x_j^p = (x_i^p - 1) - (x_j^p - 1)$ and thus the S-polynomial reduces to zero. Third, let $1 \leq i \leq k$ and $k + 1 \leq j \leq n$. We have $S(x_i - x^a_i, x_j^p - 1) = x_i - x_j^p x^a_i$. Division into $G$ provides

\[
\text{rem}(x_i - x_j^p x^a_i, G) = \text{rem}(x_i - x_j^p x^a_i - (x_i - x^a_i), G) \\
= \text{rem}(-x_j^p x^a_i + x^a_i, G) \\
= \text{rem}(-x_j^p x^a_i + x^a_i - (-x^a_i)(x_j^p - 1), G) = 0.
\]

It follows that the set $G$ is a Groebner basis for $I_C$. Finally, it is clear that the Groebner basis $G$ is reduced.

The above theorem illustrates the fact that the reduced Groebner basis for the ideal $I_C$ can be read directly from its generating matrix.

5.4.1 Application to Golay Codes

The Golay codes belong to the most prominent linear error-correcting codes [58]. The Golay codes are perfect and unique and have several other properties [42, 58]. Amazingly, Golay’s original paper was barely a half-page long [28].

There are two versions, binary Golay code $G_{23}$ and the ternary Golay .

5.4.2 Example The binary Golay code is a $[23, 12, 7]$ code $C_{23}$ with generator
matrix \( G_{23} = (I_{12}, M) \), where

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

By Theorem 5.4.1, a reduced Groebner basis for the ideal \( I_{23} \) in \( \mathbb{Q}[x_1, \ldots, x_{23}] \) w.r.t. the lexicographic order \( > \) with \( x_1 > \cdots > x_{23} \) is given by the elements

\[
x_1 - x_{13}x_{14}x_{15}x_{16}x_{17}x_{18}x_{19}x_{20}x_{21}x_{22},
\]

\[
x_2 - x_{17}x_{18}x_{19}x_{20}x_{21}x_{22}x_{23},
\]

\[
x_3 - x_{14}x_{15}x_{16}x_{20}x_{21}x_{22}x_{23},
\]

\[
x_4 - x_{13}x_{15}x_{16}x_{18}x_{19}x_{22}x_{23},
\]

\[
x_5 - x_{13}x_{14}x_{16}x_{17}x_{19}x_{21}x_{23},
\]

\[
x_6 - x_{13}x_{14}x_{15}x_{17}x_{18}x_{20}x_{23},
\]

and \( x_{13}^2 - 1, \ldots, x_{23}^2 - 1 \).

\[\blacklozenge\]

**5.4.3 Example** The ternary Golay code is an \([11, 6, 5]\) code \( C_{11} \) with generator matrix \( G_{11} = (I_6, M) \), where

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 2 & 2 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 2 & 2 & 2 \\
2 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 2 & 2 \\
2 & 2 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 2 & 2 & 1 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Using the above theorem, the reduced Groebner basis corresponding to these generator matrices are: The Golay code \( C_{11} \) has the Groebner basis \( G_{11} \) over the
5.5. Decomposition of the Ideal $I_C$

Decomposition of any ideal into smaller ideals has several benefits, for example, given generators of pair of ideals one can compute the generators of their sum. We describe the reduced Groebner bases of the ideals which decompose $I_C$. Let $C$ be an $[n, k]$ code over $\mathbb{F}_p$ given in standard form with generator matrix $G = (I_k, M)$. Take the lexicographic order $\succ$ on $K[x]$ such that $x_1 \succ \ldots \succ x_n$. In view of $(5.5)$, the binomial ideal $I_C$ has the reduced Groebner basis $G = \{g_1, \ldots, g_n\}$ with respect to $\succ$ given by

$$g_i = \begin{cases} x^{r_i} - 1, & 1 \leq i \leq k, \\ x^{p_i} - 1, & k + 1 \leq i \leq n, \end{cases} \quad (5.6)$$

where $r_i$ denotes $i$th row vector of $G$, $1 \leq i \leq k$.

Write $e_i$ for the $i$th unit vector of length $n$ (that is, $e_i$ is the vector with a 1 in the $i$th component and 0’s elsewhere), $1 \leq i \leq n$. Then we have $r_i = e_i + (0, s_i)$, where $s_i$ is the vector of the last $n - k$ components of $r_i$, $1 \leq i \leq k$. Put $m_i = -s_i$ over $\mathbb{F}_p$, $1 \leq i \leq n$. Then, we have

$$x^{r_i} - 1 = x_i - x^{(0, m_i)}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq k. \quad (5.7)$$

It follows from $(5.5)$ and $(5.7)$ that the corresponding ideal of leading terms is

$$\text{lt}(I_C) = \langle x_1, \ldots, x_k, x_{k+1}^{p_1}, \ldots, x_n^{p_n} \rangle. \quad (5.8)$$

5.5.1 Proposition Let $\succ$ be the lexicographic order on $K[x]$ with $x_1 \succ \ldots \succ x_n$. The ideal $I_C$ decomposes into the sum

$$I_C = I_T + I_p, \quad (5.9)$$
where the ideal $I_T = \langle x_i - x^{(0,m_i)} | 1 \leq i \leq k \rangle$ is toric and has the reduced Groebner basis $G_T = \{ x_i - x^{(0,m_i)} | 1 \leq i \leq k \}$, and the ideal $I_p = \langle x_i^p - 1 | k + 1 \leq i \leq n \rangle$ has the reduced Groebner basis $G_p = \{ x_i^p - 1 | k + 1 \leq i \leq n \}$.

**Proof:** We prove the assertion in several steps. First, by the Groebner basis (5.5) for $I_C$, the ideal $I_C$ can written as the sum $I_T + I_p$.

Second, the parity check matrix $H = (-M_T, I_{n-k})$ for $I_C$ contains $m_1, \ldots, m_k$ (as column vectors) in its the first $k$ columns. Consider the matrix $H$ as a non-negative integral $(n-k) \times n$ matrix and denote this matrix by $A$. The latter matrix defines a toric ideal $I_A$ in $\mathbb{K}[x]$.

We try to show that $I_T = I_A$. In fact, we have $x_i - x^{(0,m_i)} = x^{e_i} - x^{(0,m_i)}$ in $I_T$, $1 \leq i \leq k$. But we have

$$Ae_i = m_i = A \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ m_i \end{pmatrix}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq k,$$

and so by definition, the ideal $I_T$ is contained in $I_A$.

Conversely, let $x^u - x^v$ be a binomial in $I_A$. Successive reduction via $G_T$ leads to the binomial $x^{u_1,m_1+\ldots+u_k,m_k+u_{n-k}} - x^{v_1,m_1+\ldots+u_k,m_k+v_{n-k}}$, where $u_{n-k}$ and $v_{n-k}$ are the vectors containing the last $n-k$ coordinates of $u$ and $v$, respectively. The variables $x_1, \ldots, x_k$ are not involved in this binomial. But if $x^u - x^v$ is a binomial in $I_A$ such that the variables $x_1, \ldots, x_k$ are not involved, then $Aa = Ab$ implies $a = b$. Thus the reduction leads to 0 and hence the binomial ideal $I_A$ lies $I_T$. This proves the claim.

Let $x^u - x^v$ be a binomial in $I_T$. If one of the variables $x_1, \ldots, x_k$ is involved, then the binomial is divisible by $G_T$. Otherwise, the above argument shows that the binomial is 0. It follows that $G_T$ is a Groebner basis for the ideal $I_T$.

Third, by the Elimination theorem [18], the set $G_p = G \cap \mathbb{K}[x_{k+1}, \ldots, x_n]$ is a Groebner basis for the $k$th elimination ideal of $I_C$ given by $I_k = I_C \cap \mathbb{K}[x_{k+1}, \ldots, x_n]$. By definition, we have $I_p = I_k$.

Finally, both Groebner bases are reduced. This completes the proof.  

5.6 Affine Varieties

We fix an algebraically closed field $\mathbb{K}$. The affine $n$-space over $\mathbb{K}$ is denoted by $\mathbb{K}^n$ which is simply the set of $n$-tuples of elements of $\mathbb{K}$. Let $f_1, \ldots, f_s$ be polynomials in $\mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$. The set

$$\mathcal{V}(f_1, \ldots, f_s) = \{(a_1, \ldots, a_n) : f_i(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = 0, \text{ for every } 1 \leq i \leq s\} \quad (5.10)$$

is called the affine variety defined by $f_1, \ldots, f_s$. For example, the variety of $f = x^2 + y^2 - 1 = 0$ is the circle centered at origin with radius 1. For ideals $I$ and $J$, the affine varieties have the following properties:

- $\mathcal{V}(I) \cup \mathcal{V}(J) = \mathcal{V}(I \cap J)$, finite union
- $\bigcap \alpha \mathcal{V}(J_\alpha) = \mathcal{V}(\sum \alpha J_\alpha)$, arbitrary intersection.
- If $1 \in I$, then $\mathcal{V}(I) = \varnothing$.
- $\mathcal{V}(0) = \mathbb{K}^n$.

These properties show that affine varieties form the closed set topology on $\mathbb{K}^n$, called the Zariski topology. For any subset $V \subseteq \mathbb{K}^n$, by defining the inverse operation of taking common zeros of locus of polynomials, we define the ideal

$$I(V) = \{f : f(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = 0, \text{ for every } (a_1, \ldots, a_n) \in V\}. \quad (5.11)$$

It is easy to see from the definition that for any ideal $I$, we have $I \subset I(V(I))$. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the radical ideals and varieties. The following theorem makes this fact clear.

5.6.1 Theorem [The Strong Nullstellensatz] Let $\mathbb{K}$ be an algebraically closed field. If $I$ is an ideal in $\mathbb{K}[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$, then

$$I(\mathcal{V}(I)) = \sqrt{I}. \quad (5.12)$$

We study the affine variety $\mathcal{V}(I_C)$ of the ideal associated to an $[n, k]$ code $C$ over $\mathbb{F}_p$. For this, we consider the $\mathbb{K}$-algebra $A = \mathbb{K}[x]/I_C$. It has a $\mathbb{K}$-basis given by the cosets of the standard monomials of $I_C$ [19].
Let $\mathbb{K}$ be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and let $C$ be an $[n, k]$ code over $\mathbb{F}_p$.

- The algebra $A$ has the dimension $p^{n-k}$ over $\mathbb{K}$.
- The affine variety $V = \mathcal{V}(I_C)$ has $p^{n-k}$ points in $\mathbb{K}^n$ and is smooth at each point.
- The ideal $I_C$ is radical.

Proof:

- In terms of the ideal of leading terms of $I_C$ given in (5.8), the standard monomials of $I_C$ are $x_{k+1}^{\alpha_1} \cdots x_n^{\alpha_{n-k}}$, $\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_{n-k} \in \{0, \ldots, p-1\}$. Their cosets form a $\mathbb{K}$-basis of $A$ [19].
- By the Groebner basis of $I_C$ given in (5.5), each point $(a_1, \ldots, a_n)$ in $V$ has to satisfy the equations

  $$a_j^{p^i} = 1, \quad k + 1 \leq i \leq n,$$

  and

  $$a_i = a_{k+1}^{m_{i,1}} \cdots a_n^{m_{i,n-k}}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq k,$$

  where $m_i = (m_{i,1}, \ldots, m_{i,n-k})^T$, $1 \leq i \leq k$. Thus the variety $V$ has $p^{n-k}$ points in $\mathbb{K}^n$.

  The "Jacobi matrix" $J = \left(\frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_j}(P)\right)$ at each point $P$ of $V$ has rank $n$ and thus by the affine Jacobi criterion [18], the variety $V$ is smooth at $P$.
- It is well-known that the dimension of $A$ equals the number of points in $V$ if and only if the underlying ideal $I_C$ is radical [19]. Thus by the first two assertions, $I_C$ is a radical ideal.

The last assertion and Hilbert’s Strong Nullstellensatz imply that

$$I(\mathcal{V}(I_C)) = \sqrt{I_C} = I_C.$$ 

It follows that the coordinate ring $\mathbb{K}[V] = \mathbb{K}[x]/I(V)$ of the affine variety $V = \mathcal{V}(I_C)$ equals the $\mathbb{K}$-algebra $A$. 
5.7 Encoding

The extra structure of the linear code \( C \) given by a reduced Groebner basis for the ideal \( I_C \) provides a compact encoding function. An immediate consequence of Theorem 5.4.1 is a systematic encoding algorithm for linear codes using division with respect to a Groebner basis. Note that this procedure is a variant of the encoding method for multi-dimensional cyclic codes in which the codewords are represented as polynomials in a residue class ring [19]. By Theorem 5.4.1, the binomial ideal \( I_C \) has the associated initial ideal

\[
\text{in}(I_C) = \langle x_1, \ldots, x_k, x_{k+1}^p, \ldots, x_n^p \rangle.
\] (5.13)

5.7.1 Proposition Let \( C \) be an \([n, k]\) code over \( \mathbb{F}_p \), and let \( G \) be the reduced Groebner basis for \( C \) given in (5.5).

- The information positions are given by the nonstandard monomials for \( I_C \) in which each \( x_i \) appears to a power of at most \( p - 1 \), \( 1 \leq i \leq k \).
- The parity check positions are provided by the standard monomials for \( I_C \) in which each \( x_i \) appears to a power of at most \( p - 1 \), \( k + 1 \leq i \leq n \).
- The following algorithm gives a systematic encoder \( E \) for the code \( C \): Take an information word \( w \in \mathbb{F}_p^k \) and put \( x^w = x_1^{w_1} \cdots x_k^{w_k} \). Divide \( x^w \) into \( G \) and form \( E(w) = (x^w - 1) - \text{rem}(x^w - 1, G) \). This gives the corresponding codeword in \( C \).

Proof: The first two assertions are clear from the initial ideal of \( I_C \). Finally, let \( w \in \mathbb{F}_p^k \) be an information word. The division of \( x^w - 1 \) into the Groebner basis \( G \) gives

\[
\text{rem}(x^w - 1, G) = \text{rem}(x^{w_1a_1 + \ldots + w_ka_k} - 1, G) = x^{w_1a_1 + \ldots + w_ka_k} - 1,
\]

where the exponent in the last binomial \( x^{w_1a_1 + \ldots + w_ka_k} - 1 \) is computed over \( \mathbb{F}_p \). It follows that the remainder only involves parity check positions so that the information position are not changed in the process of computing the remainder. The encoded binomial

\[
E(w) = (x^w - 1) - \text{rem}(x^w - 1, G) = x^w - x^{w_1a_1 + \ldots + w_ka_k}.
\]
is an element of the ideal $I_C$ and represents the codeword $wG$. Thus the reduction of $w$ by the basis $G$ mimicks the representation of $w$ by a codeword in $C$. As a result, $E$ is a systematic encoding function for $C$. ■

We conclude this chapter by remarking that the study of a linear code $C$ by using the corresponding binomial ideal $I_C$ provides an extra structure that allows a very compact representation of the encoding function. We only need to know a reduced Groebner basis for the ideal $I_C$. 
Chapter 6

Syzygies

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the binomial ideal of the linear code in terms of its syzygy module. Groebner basis for the first syzygy module of the binomial ideal is constructed, which is then used to compute the corresponding finite free resolution.

6.2 Syzygies and Free Resolutions of Linear Codes

It is a well known fact that most modules over a ring do not have bases, infact their generators usually satisfy some nontrivial relations called syzygies [61]. Recall that the set \( \{ s_{ij} \mid 1 \leq i, j \leq t \} \) forms a Groebner basis for the syzygy module \( M = \text{Syz}(g_1, \ldots, g_t) \) with respect to the monomial order \( \succ \) on \( R^t \), where

\[
s_{ij} = h_{ij} - \frac{m_{ij}}{\text{lt}(g_i)} e_i + \frac{m_{ij}}{\text{lt}(g_j)} e_j = \left( \begin{array}{c} h_{ij1} \\ \vdots \\ h_{ijt} \end{array} \right) \in R^t,
\]

for each pair \((i, j), 1 \leq i, j \leq t, \) such that \( m_{ij} \neq 0 \).
This section provides a presentation of the binomial ideal of a linear code in terms of its syzygy modules and gives a corresponding finite free resolution.

As before, let \( C \) be an \([n, k]\) code over \( \mathbb{F}_p \) given in standard form with generator matrix \( G = (l_k, M) \). Let \( m_i \) denote the \( i \)th row of the matrix \(-M\), \( 1 \leq i \leq k \). By Theorem 5.4.1, given any monomial order \( > \) on \( K[x] \) such that \( x_1 > \ldots > x_n \), the binomial ideal \( I_C \) has the reduced Groebner basis \( \{g_1, \ldots, g_n\} \). The following theorem gives the formulation of the Groebner basis for the first syzygy module.

**6.2.1 Theorem** Let \( G = \{g_1, \ldots, g_n\} \) be the Groebner basis for the ideal \( I_C \) given in (5.5). Put

\[
s_{ij} = g_j e_i - g_i e_j \in R^n, \quad 1 \leq i < j \leq n.
\]

The collection \( \{s_{ij} \mid 1 \leq i < j \leq n\} \) forms a Groebner basis for the first syzygy module \( \text{Syz}(g_1, \ldots, g_n) \) of \( I_C \).

**Proof:** First, let \( 1 \leq i < j \leq k \). We have

\[
S(x_i - x^m_i, x_j - x^m_j) = x_j(x_i - x^m_i) - x_i(x_j - x^m_j) \\
= x_i x^m_j - x_j x^m_i \\
= x^m_i (x_j - x^m_j) + (-x^m_j) \cdot (x_j - x^m_j)
\]

and therefore by (6.1),

\[
s_{ij} = (x_j - x^m_j)e_i - (x_i - x^m_i)e_j.
\]

Second, let \( 1 \leq i \leq k \) and \( k + 1 \leq j \leq n \). We have

\[
S(x_i - x^m_i, x^p_j - 1) = x^p_j(x_i - x^m_i) - x_i(x^p_j - 1) \\
= x_i x^m_i x^p_j \\
= (x_i - x^m_i) + (-x^m_i) \cdot (x^p_j - 1)
\]

and so by (6.1),

\[
s_{ij} = (1 - x^p_j)e_i + (-x^m_i + x_i)e_j.
\]

Third, let \( k + 1 \leq i < j \leq n \). We have

\[
S(x^p_i - 1, x^p_j - 1) = x^p_i(x^p_i - 1) - x^p_j(x^p_j - 1) \\
= (x^p_i - 1) + (1) \cdot (x^p_j - 1)
\]

and thus by (6.1),

\[
s_{ij} = (1 - x^p_j)e_i + (1 + x^p_i)e_j.
\]

The result now follows from Schreyer’s theorem [1, 53].
6.2. Syzygies and Free Resolutions of Linear Codes

In the following, the standard basis of the free $R$-module $R^{(n)}$ is indexed by the set of $m$-element subsets of $\{1, \ldots, n\}$,

$$B_m = \{ e_{i_1 \ldots i_m} \mid 1 \leq i_1 < i_2 < \ldots < i_m \leq n \}, \quad 0 \leq m \leq n. \quad (6.2)$$

### 6.2.2 Theorem

Let $G = \{g_1, \ldots, g_n\}$ be the Groebner basis for the ideal $I_C$ given in (5.5). The ideal $I_C$ has a finite free resolution of length $n$,

$$0 \xrightarrow{\phi_0} R^{t_{m-1}} \xrightarrow{\phi_{m-1}} \cdots \xrightarrow{\phi_1} R^{t_1} \xrightarrow{\phi_0} R^{t_0} \xrightarrow{\phi_0} R \rightarrow 0, \quad (6.3)$$

where $I_C = \text{im} (\phi_0)$ and $t_m = \binom{n}{m+1}$, $0 \leq m \leq n - 1$.

The mapping $\phi_m : R^{(n)} \rightarrow R^{(m)}$ in the resolution is defined as

$$\phi_m(e_{i_1 \ldots i_{m+1}}) = \sum_{j=1}^{m+1} (-1)^{j-1} g_i e_{i_1 \ldots i_j \ldots i_{m+1}}. \quad (6.4)$$

The $m$-th syzygy module of $I_C$ is an $R$-submodule of $R^{(n)}$, $0 \leq m \leq n - 1$, and has the Groebner basis

$$\{ s_{i_1 \ldots i_{m+1}} \mid 1 \leq i_1 < i_2 < \ldots < i_{m+1} \leq n \}, \quad (6.5)$$

where

$$s_{i_1 \ldots i_{m+1}} = \sum_{j=1}^{m+1} (-1)^{j-1} g_i e_{i_1 \ldots i_j \ldots i_{m+1}}. \quad (6.6)$$

Note that in last two formulae, in the term with index $j$, $i_j$ is omitted to yield an $m$-element subset.

**Proof:** We use induction on $m$. The base case is already given by Theorem 6.2.1. Let $m$ be an integer with $2 \leq m \leq n$ and suppose the result already holds for the $m-1$-th syzygy module.

Claim that the composition $\phi_{m-1} \circ \phi_m$ is the zero map. Indeed, this is essentially due to the sign in the definition of the homomorphisms. More concretely, for each
basis vector $e_{i_1 \ldots i_{m+1}}$ we have

$$(\phi_{m-1} \circ \phi_{m})(e_{i_1 \ldots i_{m+1}}) = \sum_{j=1}^{m+1} (-1)^{j-1} g_{ij} \phi_{m-1}(e_{i_1 \ldots i_{j-1}i_{j+1} \ldots i_{m+1}})$$

(6.7)

$= \sum_{j=1}^{m+1} \sum_{k=1}^{j-1} (-1)^{j+k} g_{ij} g_{kj} e_{i_1 \ldots i_{k-1}i_{k+1} \ldots i_{j-1}i_{j+1} \ldots i_{m+1}}$

$$+ \sum_{j=1}^{m+1} \sum_{k=j+1}^{m+1} (-1)^{j+k-1} g_{ij} g_{kj} e_{i_1 \ldots i_{j-1}i_{j+1} \ldots i_{k-1}i_{k+1} \ldots i_{m+1}}.$$  

In the expansion of this sum according to the standard basis, each standard basis vector $e_{i_1 \ldots i_{k-1}i_{k+1} \ldots i_{m+1}}$ has the coefficient $g_{ij}g_{kj} - g_{ij}g_{kj} = 0$ and thus the whole sum becomes 0. Hence, $\text{im}(\phi_{m}) \subseteq \ker(\phi_{m-1})$.

In the following, we need a statement about syzygy relations that is essentially due to the sign in the definition of the syzygies. By induction hypothesis, we have

$$\sum_{j=1}^{m+1} (-1)^{j-1} g_{ij} s_{i_1 \ldots i_{j-1}i_{j+1} \ldots i_{m+1}} =$$

(6.8)

$$= \sum_{j=1}^{m+1} \sum_{k=1}^{j-1} (-1)^{j+k} g_{ij} g_{kj} e_{i_1 \ldots i_{k-1}i_{k+1} \ldots i_{j-1}i_{j+1} \ldots i_{m+1}}$$

$$+ \sum_{j=1}^{m+1} \sum_{k=j+1}^{m+1} (-1)^{j+k-1} g_{ij} g_{kj} e_{i_1 \ldots i_{j-1}i_{j+1} \ldots i_{k-1}i_{k+1} \ldots i_{m+1}}$$

$$= 0,$$

where the last equation follows from (6.7).

Observe that by the definition of least common multiple, the S-vector $S(s_{i_1 \ldots i_n}, s_{j_1 \ldots j_m})$ is 0 unless $\{i_2, \ldots, i_m\} = \{j_2, \ldots, j_m\}$ and $i_1 \neq j_1$. Assume that $i_1 < j_1$ and consider three cases.

First, let $1 \leq i_1 < j_1 \leq k$. We have by (6.8),

$$S(s_{i_1 \ldots i_n}, s_{j_1 \ldots j_m}) = x_{j_1} s_{i_1 \ldots i_n} - x_{i_1} s_{j_1 \ldots j_m}$$

$$= x_{j_1} s_{i_1 \ldots i_n} - x_{i_1} s_{j_1 \ldots j_m}$$

$$+ \sum_{s=2}^{m} (-1)^{s-1} g_{is} s_{j_1 \ldots j_{s-1}i_{s+1} \ldots i_n}.$$
Second, let $1 \leq i_1 \leq k$ and $k + 1 \leq j_1 \leq n$. In view of (6.8), we have
\[
S(s_{i_1i_2...i_m}, s_{j_1j_2...j_m}) = x_{j_1}^p s_{i_1i_2...i_m} - x_{i_1}^p s_{j_1j_2...j_m} + \sum_{s=2}^{m} (-1)^{s-1} g_{i_1i_2...i_{s-1}i_s...i_m}.
\]

Third, let $k + 1 \leq i_1 < j_1 \leq n$. By (6.8), we have
\[
S(s_{i_1i_2...i_m}, s_{j_1j_2...j_m}) = x_{j_1}^p s_{i_1i_2...i_m} - x_{i_1}^p s_{j_1j_2...j_m} + \sum_{s=2}^{m} (-1)^{s-1} g_{i_1i_2...i_{s-1}i_s...i_m}.
\]

It follows that the syzygies provided by the $S$-vectors according to (6.1) are given by the $s_{i_1...i_m+1}$. By Schreyer’s theorem, the $s_{i_1...i_m+1}$ form a Groebner basis of the $m$-th syzygy module.

This resolution is an example of a Koszul complex [22].

Given a generator matrix for any code, Groebner basis, generators of the syzygy modules and free resolution of the ideal corresponding to the code can be constructed as follows.

**6.2.3 Example** The third binary Hamming code $C$ is a $[7, 4]$ code with minimum Hamming distance 3 and generator matrix $G_3 = (I_4, M)$ [58, 42], where
\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Given any monomial order with $x_1 > \ldots > x_7$, the corresponding ideal $I_C$ in $\mathbb{Q}[x]$ has the reduced Groebner basis
\[
\begin{align*}
g_1 & = x_1 - x_5x_6x_7, \\
g_2 & = x_2 - x_5x_6, \\
g_3 & = x_3 - x_5x_7, \\
g_4 & = x_4 - x_6x_7, \\
g_5 & = x_5^2 - 1, \\
g_6 & = x_6^2 - 1, \\
g_7 & = x_7^2 - 1.
\end{align*}
\]
A free resolution of $I_C$ is given by
\[ 0 \xrightarrow{\phi_7} R \xrightarrow{\phi_6} R^7 \xrightarrow{\phi_5} R^{21} \xrightarrow{\phi_4} R^{35} \xrightarrow{\phi_3} R^{35} \xrightarrow{\phi_2} R^{21} \xrightarrow{\phi_1} R^7 \xrightarrow{\phi_0} R \rightarrow 0, \]
where $I_C = \text{im}(\phi_0)$. For instance, generators of the syzygy modules of $I_C$ (one for each module) are as follows,

- $s_{12} = g_1e_2 - g_2e_1$,
- $s_{123} = g_1e_{23} - g_2e_{13} + g_3e_{12}$,
- $s_{1234} = g_1e_{234} - g_2e_{134} + g_3e_{124} - g_4e_{123}$,
- $s_{12345} = g_1e_{2345} - g_2e_{1345} + g_3e_{1245} - g_4e_{1235} + g_5e_{1234}$,
- $s_{123456} = g_1e_{23456} - g_2e_{13456} + g_3e_{12456} - g_4e_{12356} + g_5e_{12345} - g_6e_{1234}$,
- $s_{1234567} = g_1e_{234567} - g_2e_{134567} + g_3e_{124567} - g_4e_{123567} + g_5e_{123467} - g_6e_{123457} + g_7e_{123456}$. 

\[ \star \]
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

In this work Groebner basis corresponding to ideal codes have been constructed in order to provide systematic encoding procedure which is often desired in practice. Benefits of studying linear codes lie in the fact that their algebraic structure helps in developing better encoding and decoding methods. Our approach in this work was as follows:

- Cyclic codes as ideals in a quotient ring were considered and their structure was explored via Groebner bases.

- A binomial ideal, given as a sum of a toric ideal and a non prime ideal has been associated to a linear code.

- Groebner basis theory was used to study this ideal deeply. Many useful results regarding the encoding procedure of the code corresponding to this ideal were found.

A very useful result has been proven which enables one to describe reduced Groebner basis directly from a generator matrix of a given code. Once Groebner basis are defined, the standard encoding method can be applied. Furthermore, minimal generators of the binomial ideal have been presented. Also this binomial ideal has been described in terms of its syzygy module and the corresponding finite free resolutions were given. Although many algebraic aspects of the binomial ideal corresponding to a linear code have been explored, still there are some issues which are worthy of further investigation:
Development of a decoding procedure with respect to the Groebner basis constructed for the ideal corresponding to code.

It would be valuable to further investigate the structure of the binomial ideal which may result into better encoding and decoding procedures.

In this work, binomial ideal has been considered over a prime field. Considering it over some other field may turn out to be more beneficial.

The aim of algebraic coding theory is to construct effectively good codes, by assuming some algebraic structure on the code. In this work efforts are being made to show that how the Groebner bases theory can be used effectively for this purpose.
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Table 7.1: Table of small seven-bit Reed-Muller codes and corresponding quinary Reed-Muller codes with designed distances that have the same length and minimum distance, but higher dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( p^n )</th>
<th>( l )</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
<th>( \delta )</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.2: Table of small ternary Reed-Muller codes and Reed-Muller codes with designed distances whose parameters differ from the original Reed-Muller codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>p''</th>
<th>C(S)</th>
<th>C(Tdelta)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 1</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 76</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 66</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 50</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 31</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 15</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7 5</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 1</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.3: Table of small quinary Reed-Muller codes and corresponding quinary Reed-Muller codes with designed distances that have the same length and minimum distance, but higher dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$p^n$</th>
<th>Reed-Muller code (original)</th>
<th>$C(S_l)$</th>
<th>Reed-Muller code (designed distance $\delta$)</th>
<th>$C(T_\delta)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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